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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Our Master‘s thesis is about Vertical handovers in Heterogeneous networks. Due to lot of 

benefits provided by both the third generation Mobile phone networks and WLANs, it is 

desirable to integrate both of these networks. While studies specifying generic integration 

architectures are abundant, little or no studies are dedicated for applications performance over 

such heterogeneous networks. The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of 

integrated UMTS and WLAN network by using two types of standard integrated models 

proposed by 3GPP(Third Generation Partnership Project) which are open coupling and loose 

coupling together with network layer mobility management scheme such as Mobile IP. The 

performance evaluation is carried out for the application i-e FTP, HTTP. We used OPNET 14.5 

modular as a simulation tool. We have created a large matrix of performance figures for different 

network configurations under these two are applications considered. We build the two different 

scenarios one for loose coupling scheme and other one for open coupling scheme and calculate 

the different application‘s traffic our concluded results shows that page response time is smaller 

for loose coupling scheme as compare to open coupling scheme although difference is not so 

much wide, page response time increases with the passage of time because number of users 

increases as the time passes. Same is In case for FTP, download response time for FTP is smaller 

in case of loose coupling scheme. We have also calculated the WLAN performance parameters 

(delay and throughput) and UMTS downlink traffic sent and received. We have discussed in 

detail architecture and functionalities of UMTS and WLAN, mobile IP, standard interworked 

UMTS and WLAN models proposed by 3GPP. 
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History of mobile communication  

In the late 1960 and early 1970 a number of different countries consider the possibility of cellular 

communication .In Japan a national wide cellular system at 800 MHZ was proposed by Nippon 

Telegraph and telephone  company .the patent  proposal was submitted  by Bell Telephone 

laboratories in USA in 1970..In 1975 FCC approver bell for trail system. In may 1978 in Bahrain 

the first commercial development cellular telephone system was started, It was so simple with 

subscribers 250 and number of cells was two. In later 1978 Advance Mobile Phone System 

becomes operational in Chicago. Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) commercially launched first 

mobile phone system using 450 MHZ .[1] 

 

1.1 First  Generation Of Cellular Communication 1G 

The first mobile phone system launched was based on analogue technology. The performance 

was limited, the headsets were large, the coverage was poor and the phone systems were 

expensive. However, these phone systems marked a major milestone in telecom Industry. 

As time passed numbers of different standards were introduced, many of the system were 

adopted from other systems but still incompatible in use from one country to other, there was no 

concept of roaming. The three main systems  launched were AMPS (Analog Mobile Phone 

System).also known on the specification number IS-41, TACS (Total Access Communication 

System) and NMT (Nordic Mobile Telephone). 

The NMT system was launched by Nordic countries with Ericsson while Nokia playing a major 

role but there were many other parties involved. These systems was used in Nordic Countries but 

after some time were employed in different countries of the world. AMPS was using by North 

America but was widely used around the world, and in similar manner the TACS was developed 

by Motorola and was mainly used UK as well as many countries around the world. 

All these mobile systems used FM modulation for the voice channel. The channel spacing was 

30KHZ, 25KHZ,25KHZ respectively for AMPS,TACS and NMT.The frequency used by these 

system was generally 900KHZ,while NMT System used 450 MHZ.[2] 
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UK 

 
North 
America 

 
Scandinavia 

 
Japan 

 
West 
Germany 

System 
Transmission 
frequency (MHz) 

 
TACS 

 
AMPS 

 
NMT 

 
NTT 

 
C450 

 
Base station 

935–960 869–894 463–467.5 870–885 461.3–
465.74 

 
Mobile 

890–915 824–849 453–457.5 925–940 451.3–
455.74 

Transmit/receive  
spacing (MHz 
) 
 

45 45 10 55 10 

Channel 
spacing (kHz) 

25 30 25 25 20 

Number of 
channels 

1000 832 180 600 222 

Audio 
modulation 

FM FM FM FM FM 

Control signal 
modulation 

FSK FSK FSK FSK FSK 

 

      Table: 1.1 different standards and   uplink/downlink frequencies in different 

countries[74] 

 

1.2 Second Generation 2G Cellular Network: 

Second generation technologies use digital modulation technique TDMA/FDD and CDMA/FDD 

unlike first generation that use FDMA/FDD analogue FM. There are three TDMA standards and 

one CDMA standard..(1) Global System Mobile   GSM, that support eight time slotted users for 

each 200 KHz.  (2) Interim standard 136 (IS-136) which support 3 time slotted user for each 30 

kHz radio channel  which is mostly used in North America, South America and Australia.   

(3)Pacific Digital Cellular (PDC) it is Japans TDMA standard (4) cdma one or standard Interim 

Standard 95 Code Division Multiple Access (IS-95) which support 64 users that are orthogonal 

coded and simultaneously transmitted on each 1.25 MHZ channel.2
nd

 generation system was first 

introduced in 1990. In this chapter we will focus on GSM. 

1.2.1 GSM Global System For Mobile Communication: 

The aim of the GSM is to get more services that are efficient across the country‘s borders. It 

operate on 900MHZ and further band has been used 1800MHZ also known as DCS1800 (Digital 

communication System) and 1900MHZ also known as PCS1900 (Personal Communication 
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System).The main elements of the system are base Transceiver station (BTS) ,Base Station 

Controller (BSC)   Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and authentication and registration area. 

 
1.3   2.5 Generation 

The GSM network is excellent for  voice ,when sending and receiving data its capability become 

limited .GSM uses technology which is known as CSD (Circuit Switched Data) for transferring 

data.When receiving and sending data CSD require a special connection to the network same as 

making a voice call. It takes up 30 seconds to establish a connection. The user is billed as for the 

time he is connected. The data rate is relatively low as 14.4kbps for GSM 1800 and 9.6kbps for 

GSM 900.For high transfer of data rate three solutions has been developed for GSM. The 

upgrade path must match original 2G technology otherwise incompatible and require change of 

wholesale equipment at base station. [2] 

The three TDMA upgrade option are below. 

1.3.1 High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) 

In HSCSD, a maximum number of time slots are 4. Which gives data transfer rate of 57.4kbps 

roughly and 38.4kbps on GSM 900 Network contrast to CSD in GSM which allow only one time 

slot for single user. It is enhanced data offering can be billed as premium service by the carriers. 

It is good for dedicated streaming internet access. It requires software change in base station of 

existing GSM. HSCSD has different error correction methods, which is used according to quality 

of the radio link. This, mean that the data rate of 14.4kbps can be put through a single time slot. 

While in CSD only 9.6kbps for 50% improvement in throughput. In GSM, a large part of 

transmission Capacity was taken up with error correction code. The charges for HSCSD are 

higher than normal phone calls because of their number of time slot allocated. This make it 

expensive than GPRS.[1] 

1.3.2General Packet Radio Services GPRS 

 It is packet based data network. It supports multiuser network sharing of individual of        

individual radio channels and time slots. Unlike HSCSD that dedicate a circuit, switched channel 

to specific user. GPRS retains the modulation formats specified in the 2G TDMA. GPRS 

subscribers are automatically tuned to dedicated GPRS radio channels and particular time slots 

for ―always on‖ access to the network. It can transfer data immediately, high speed typically 32-

48kbps.Additional benefits is it can transferred data rate, and make a voice cal simultaneously. 
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Wirless data  
Technologies 

Channel 
B.W 

Duplex Infrastructure 
Change 

Requires  
New 
Spectrum 

Requires New Handset 

HSCSD 200KHZ FDD Require Software 
Upgrade Base  at 
Station  

 
NO 

Yes,HSCSD head set provide 57.4kbps 
on HSCSD network and 9.6 kbps on GSM 
network with dual mode phone.GSM only 
phone will not work in HSCSD network 

GPRS 200KHZ FDD Require new packet 
overlay  including 
routers and 
gateways 

 
NO 

Yes,New  GPRS handsets work on GPRS 
network on GPRS network at 
171.2Kbps.9.6Kbps on GSM N.W with 
dual mode phones.GSM only phone will 
not work on GPRS  N.W.  

EDGE 200KHZ FDD Require new 
transceiver at base 
station. Also 
software upgrade to 
the base station 
controller and base 
station. 

 
NO 

Yes,New handsets work on EDGE 
networkat 384kbps.GPRS network at 
144kbps and GSM network at 9.6 kbps 
with tri-mode phones.GSM & GPRS only 
phone will not work in  EDGE network 
 

WCDMA 5MHZ FDD Require  completely 
new base station 

 
Yes 

Yes,New CDMA hand set will work on  
WCDMA at 2Mbps. 
Older handset  will not work on W-CDMA 

IS-95B 1.25MHZ FDD Requir new software 
in base station 
controller 

 
NO 

Yes,New hand set will work on IS-95B at 
64  kbps and IS-95A 
at 14.4kbps .CdmOne  hand set  can work 
in IS-95B at 14.4kbps  

Cdma2000*
RTT  

1.25MH
Z 

FDD Require new 
software in 
backbone and 
new channel 
card at base 
station. Also 
need to build a 
new packet 
service node. 

No Yes, new handset will work on 
1*RTT at 14.4kbps.Older 
handset can work  but on lower 
speed. 

Cdma 2000 
1*EV(DO & 
DV) 

1.25MH
Z 

FDD Require 
software and 
digital card 
upgrade on 
1*RTT network 

No Yes, New hand set will work on 
it at 2.4Mbps.older handsets 
can work but at lower speed. 

Cdma 2000 
3*RTT 

3.75MH
Z 

FDD Require back 
bone 
modification 
and new 
channel cards 
at base station. 

May be Yes, new hand set will work on 
95A at 14.4Kbps. Old hand set 
can work but at lower speed. 

Figure1.2: Current and Emerging Data Communication Standards[75] 
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  1.3.2.1GPRS NETWORK STRUCTURE: 

To archive packet-based services the core network structure has been upgraded from that of 

GSM .The network between BTS and BSC is similar as that of GSM. The two main functional 

elements in GPRS network are serving GPRS node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node 

GGSN. 

 Supporting Node GGSN. In GPRS network a hardware and software up gradation of 

the BSC in the GSM network is required, according to hardware a packet control unit 

PCU is installed which differentiate the data boundaries for standard GSM 

network.(circuit switch data) and  that for GPRS network (packet switched data).Data 

from BSC is routed through serving GPRS node SGSN that is a gateway within the 

network and responsible for the delivery of data packet to the mobile user with in the 

coverage area of the service. It serves a number of functions for mobile with a data 

services, like authentication to occur, it tracks the location of the mobile station within 

the GPRS network and ensures the require quality of service, mobility 

management(location management) and charging function.[2] 

 Gateway GPRS Support Node GGSN. This is the ―last part‖ of call in GPRS network. 

GPRS backbone network and  external packet data network (Radio network and IP 

network) are connected through GGPRS .It convert GPRS packets which come from 

SGSN into PDP appropriate packet data protocol format (IP or X.25) and then send it to  

outside packet data network. In other direction, the incoming data packets are addressed 

by PDP and converted to the GSM address of the destination mobile user. These 

readdress packet are send to  the responsible SGSN. The SGSN address of the user and 

his profile in it location register  are store in the GGSN. The GGSN assign the IP address 

and serves as a default router for the connected user equipment. The mobile equipment 

must attach itself to SGSN and activate its PDP address. This is the address supplied by 

GGSN, which is associated with SGSN. The mobile can attach to only one SGSN at a 

time although once address is assigned it can communicate with multiple GGSN using 

multiple PDP addresses.[2] 

1.3.2.2 Layers 

Software plays important role in cellular communication system. To enable it into sectioned 

which can be addressed separately the concept of layers has been developed.[2] 

Layer1 This a physical link between mobile equipment and base station .which is further 

subdivided into two layers. Physical RF layer which include of modulation and demodulation. 

Physical link layer; this layer manages the controls and response required for the operation of RF 

link. The elements included are error correction, power control and the correct assembly of the 

data, and interleaving. 
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Layer 2: 

Above this, there is a radio Link Control (RLC) and medium access control (MAC).These layers 

organize the logical link between base station and mobile. They control the radio link access and 

organize the logical channels that route the data coming to and going from the mobile 

equipment. The LLC formats data frames and is use to link the elements of the core network CN 

to the mobile equipment.   

1.3.2.3 GPRS Mobiles: 

The mobiles are classified according to their capabilities like connecting to GSM and GPRS 

connection and data rates they support.  

 Class A: This class mobile can be connected at the same time to GPRS and GSM 

services. 

 Class B: The mobile can use only one service GPRS or GSM at a time, but can be 

attached to both services. 

 Class C:This class mobile phones can be attached either to GSM or GPRS 

services, but the mobile user need to switch manually between the two different 

types of services.  

1.3.2.4 GPRS Coding: 

The coding scheme in GPRS depends upon the radio frequency signal conditions and the data 

requirement being sent. 

 CS-1:It is the highest level of error correction and detection  scheme. It is used in 

condition when signal level are low or interference level are high. It results in 9.05 kbps 

throughput data rate. 

 CS-2:It is for a better channel error correction and coding scheme. It use 2/3 encoder. 

Which results in data throughput of 13.4 kbps. which include RLC/MAC header etc. 

 CS-3: uses ¾ coder results in data throughput of 15.6Kbps. 

 CS-4: when interference is low and signals strength is high CS4 is used. It is least robust 

but fastest is available near base station. If all the time slots are used  the data  throughput 

171.2Kbps is achieved.[2] 

1.3.2.5 Physical Channel: 

The modulation and the frame structure is same as GSM. The BSC assign slots dynamically 

to GPRS according to the demand the remaining slots are used by GSM traffic. The new 

channel packet data channel (PDCH) which over all structure is same as that of GSM. Which 

have the same profile and timing advance attribute that overcome the signal travel time to the 

base stations, which depend upon the distance of mobile station from base station. 
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Tail 

bits 
Encrypted data Training 

Sequence 
Encrypted data Tail 

bits 
Guard 

period 
       3 bits                            57 bits        57 bits  3 bits                    8.25 bits

                                         1-bit coding                  26 bits               1-bit coding                   

                                      scheme flag                                              scheme flag 

 

               Figure1.3:Physical structure of a GPRS burst.[76] 

Each burst is 0.577ms in length. it also carries two blocks of 57 bits of information which give 

114 bits per burst and four burst require to carry 20-m block of data. PDCH is assigned by BSC 

to a particular time slot. When the PDCH is inactive, the mobile check for other base station 

signal strengths to enable the network and judge the time for handover. GPRS time slot is also 

used by base station to find the delay time by using logical channel. (PTCCT) Packet Timing 

Advance Control Channel. 

 

  Channel Allocation: 

One physical Chanel  PDCH is used by GPRS for sending data, several logical channel are 

employed that enable and manage GPRS data. GPRS data are managed as packet data a space is 

assigned  according to the need within the system and routed accordingly. The MAC Layer 

which is central for this and control transmission. 

There are three MAC modes  

1) Fixed Allocation: this mode is required when constant data rate is to be sent. For a given 

amount of time set of PDC H are allotted. In this mode there is no need of monitoring for 

availability. Data can be sent and receive freely. Application (video conferencing).[2] 

 
2) Dynamic Allocation: 

The network according to the requirement allocates time slot. Mobile is able to transmit in uplink 

when identifier flag (USF) Uplink Status Flag match its own. The mobile in the allocated slot 

transmits the data. 
 
3) Extended dynamic allocation: 
The data is transmitted on more than one slot and have higher data rate. When it is indicated by 

the USF to use the mode data is transmitted in the number allowed. 

 

1.3.2.6 Logical channels 
Different type of channels are grouped according to their use common are dedicated. All actions 

of GPRS are carried out in GPRS logical channels with in PDCH. [2] 

1. Common control channels: 
a) Packet Broadcast Control Channel (PBCCH) 

It is only down link channel used to inform the mobile of the incoming call.etc. the 

operation is similar as to BCCH in the GSM. To allot time slot number to PBCCH the 

BCCH is still required.  PBCCH Broad cast general information like power control 

parameters, access method, and network parameter etc. which is required to setup call.  

b)Packet Paging Channel (PPCH): 
This down link channel is used to used to make alert the mobile from incoming calls and receive 

data. It controls signaling prior to call set up. 
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c)Packet Access Grant Channel (PAGCH): 
This down link channel in form the mobile about the traffic channel assigned to it. 

It occur after PPCH. 

 

d)Packet Notification Channel (PNCH).: 

This down link channel also known as point to point multicasting. In form the mobile that is 

broad cast traffic for a large number of mobiles. 

 
d)Packet Random Access Channel (PRACH).:This up link channel  will make the mobile 

stations to initiate a burst of data in the uplink  channel. The two types of PRACH burst are 8 bit 

burst and 11bit burst. Added data for  priority setting. 
 

2. Dedicated control channels: 

 

 Packet Associated Control Channel (PACCH): 

When the call is in progress it is used for control signaling and present in both uplink and 

down link directions. It carries information like power control message and 

acknowledgements of received data. 

 Packet Timing Advance Common Control Channel (PTCCH): 

It is used to adjust the timing advance this is also present in both uplink and down link 

channels. This ensure the correct timing of the of the messages arrival from mobile 

equipment to BTS regardless of the distance. 

 

 

3. Dedicated traffic channel: 

 Packet Data Traffic Channel (PDTCH): 

 It is also used in both uplink and down link directions and is used to send the traffic. To       

provide high-speed data up to eight PDTCH can be allocated to a mobile. 
 

1.3.2.7 GPRS operation: 

When the mobile is turned on it register itself with the GPRS network and update the location 

register LR. It transmits a radio burst on the RACH, Network perform an authentication to allow 

access to the network. After a mobile, perform location update. The data in the burst identify the 

mobile equipment. When the location is updated by the mobile equipment the network will also 

performs an authentication and will ensure that the mobile is allowed to access the network. As 

in GSM network the mobile access the VLR and HLR for the update of location and Auc for the 

authentication. It is due to the registration the network is able to detect that the mobile has GPRS 

capability. The SGSN also maintains location record of the mobile. Then the mobile is entered in 

standby mode and updating its position periodically. It also monitors the MNC of the BS base 

station and will ensure that the base station has not been changed and will look for stronger BS 

base station control channels. The mobile station also monitors the PPCH in case of incoming 

alerts that indicates that the data are ready to sent. In GSM, a schedule for paging alerts that is 

based on last figures of mobile numbers is set up by the most of the base stations. So in this way 

it will not monitor all available alert slots. In ready mode the mobile station is attached to the 

system and between the SGSN and GGSN a virtual connection is made. This connection will 

make to know the GPRS network where to rout the packets and when to sent and received. 

PTCCH is use by the mobile to ensure that the time is set correctly. For transmitting, the data 
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mobile station will attempt Packet Channel Request by using the PRACH, which is uplink 

channel. If it is busy it will monitor the PCCCH in which the status bit   indicate that the base 

station is busy, idle or capable of to receive data. If the receiver is idle, the mobile station will 

send channel request message. If the request is accepted the assignment message on the PAGCH 

(downlink) will be send by the base station. This will indicate channel for the mobile for its 

packet data transfer an d other required details for data transfer..As this sets up uplink data 

transfer only, for data to be transferred in down link direction as then for down link channel 

separate assignment is performed. When the data is transferred, is controlled by the MAC layer. 

Most of the time it will operate in acknowledge mode where each block of data is acknowledge 

by the base station. When disconnecting the mobile station will send the packets temporary block 

flow message as a acknowledge. The USF, which is assigned to the mobile, will redundant and 

may be assigned to other mobile, which is waiting for access. The mobile is disconnected at this 

point but still attached to the network and no more data transferred will take place before it is re-

initiated. For the mobile to be detaching a separate message is needed.[2] 
 

 

1.3.3   EDGE Enhanced Data for Global Evaluation  

EDGE stands for either Enhanced Data for Global Evolution or for Enhanced Data for GSM. It is 

a further evolution of GSM network by up grading some hardware and software in the base 

station to get high data rates. The core network remains the same while there are differences in 

radio interface. The EDGE uses a higher order modulation format known as 8PSK (Frequency 

shift keying) to archive high data rate. Which make it different from GSM, which uses GMSK. 

The pay load per slot which is 116 bits is upgraded to 464 bits .The up gradation in the BTS 

enable  to transmit and receive 8PSK modulation. As EDGE uses a high modulation, technique 

enables three-time increase in data transfer rates. It is found that 8PSK in relatively more 

sensitive to noise then GMSK, so high data rates are available only in condition of good signal 

strength. The mobile equipments of EDGE can be used by both circuit switched voice and packet 

switched data, can also operate in only GPRS networks. The phone will use the high data rates 

8PSK only when the condition is suitable, otherwise, GMSK is used. Depending on their 

capabilities. The phones are grouped as described below. 

 

 Class A GSM voice, GPRS/EDGE data are supported at the same time. 
 

 Class B GSM voice, GPRS/EDGE data are supported but one at a time not 

simultaneously. 

 

 Class C: These equipment can support GPRS/EDGE data but does not support 

voice services.   

 

  
.1.3.3.1 Time slots: 

The primary requirement for the evolutionary technologies  are all able to operate on the same 

network. Which  ensures that services  offered to present users having older  phones with those 

who pay additional rates  for premium EDGE services. In traffic frames different time slots are  

needed that will support different types of structures and  different types of modulation, which is 

depend upon phones being used, the calls  being made and the prevailing conditions. It is 
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possible that one slot is using GSM, the other GPRS data and the next EDGE connection using 

8PSK.[2] 

 

  
GPRS (using GMSK) 

 
EDGE (using 8PSK) 

Overall payload per slot     116  464 

Overall payload per block     338 1392 

             

Table1.4: Comparison of GPRS and EDGE data pay load [77] 

 

1.3.3.2  EDGE  Operation 

 

The overall operation of the EDGE is same as GPRS network, it has the same core network as 

GPRS. The differences occur at the air interface. GSM, GPRS and EDGE call can be made 

simultaneously .The new hardware at the base station is required which enable the transmission 

of 8PSK as well as GMSK modulation. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Some years ago very few peoples were familiar to the technology wireless LAN (WLAN) but 

now days after very short period of time almost everyone is familiar to this technology. WLAN 

cause an unexpected growth in the mobile communication and internet because it‘s lot of 

benefits like easy deployment, low cost and flexibility. However, there are some issues while 

using WLAN for future data communication. The IEEE 802.11 standard for WLAN has 

emphasis on the physical layer and medium access control (MAC) layer for ad-hoc and access 

point (AP) based networks. Initially WLAN standards supported only three protocols for 

physical layer Infrared (IR), direct sequence spread spectrum, frequency hopping spread 

spectrum. The IEEE 802.11b is the extension of original one having data rate 1, 2, 5.5 and 11 

mbps and it uses direct sequence spectrum (DSSS) at the physical layer. Extension IEEE 802.11a 

and IEEE 802.11g provides data rate that has the range from 6 to 54 mbps in 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz 

band respectively, it uses orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) at the physical 

layer. All the standards of WLAN has same protocols used at MAC layer which uses carrier 

sense multiple access/ collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme at the MAC layer. 

2.2 IEEE 802.11 Basics 

IEEE 802.11 standard has been developed to provide wireless connectivity for fixed and portable 

devices that lies inside the local area. The primary services of the IEEE 802.11 standard is to 

deliver MAC service data units called medium access protocol data units (MSPDU) between 

peers of logical link control (LLC) layer. There are some factors highlighted by standard 802.11 

that makes the difference between wired and WLAN. 

 Bandwidth 

The ISM band which is use for industry, science and medical it does not provides greater 

bandwidth and results in lower data rates which does not fulfills the requirement for some 

applications. However, there are some newly developed standards IEEE 802.11w and IEEE 

802.11g that makes the best use of available bandwidth and provides greater data rates, 

where as in case of wired LAN we have higher data rates up to 100 mbps.   

 Addressing 

WAN technology facilitates the user to freely move within its own network or anywhere 

within the infrastructure network. So the location of the mobile user does not corresponds to 

the destination address therefore it may create the problem when packet is send within 

network to find the location of the destination address which is not   a case in the wired LAN. 

This issue has been resolved in IEEE 802.11f by using inter access point protocol. 
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 Security    

Within the wired LAN we have to secure the area only where twisted pair cable lies, but in 

case of WLAN we should secure the entire are covered by antenna of AP which is very wide 

as compare to wired LAN. 

 Power Management 

Most of the portable devices which work within the WLAN are powered up by the cell 

batteries so continuous use of the WLAN radio can quickly drain batteries. The IEEE 802.11 

working group is trying to find the solution to conserve battery power and they have found a 

technique which switches network interface card to low power transmitting mode reducing 

quick drain of batteries, this whole process is controlled by the MAC layer. MAC layer 

implements power management by putting radio to sleep mode when no transmission activity 

occur for specific time period. 

2.3 IEEE 802.11 Network Architecture 

Movement of mobile node inside WLAN is transparent to the upper layer protocols foe 

example LLC layer TCP layer and AP and mobile stations, which are parts of WLAN, have 

built-in protocols for physical layer and MAC layer. All the functionalities of the 802.11 are 

physically built-in into the radio network interface card (NIC). IEEE 802.11 has been 

designed to support two topologies which are given here 

 Extended service set network. 

 Independent basic service set network. 

All the users inside basic service set (BSS) are remains fully connect and can move easily but 

cannot communicate directly to each other if the mobile device goes to outside the BSS, So 

many BSS Form extended service set (ESS) if we connect them through the AP and it is 

defined in IEEE 802.11. We call this type of interconnection of multiple BSS a distribution 

system; all these ESS and BSS networks are transparent to the LLC layer.  

We need to have a logical point called a portal and all the data enters or leave through this 

point if the data frames travel between non IEEE 802.11 LAN and IEEE 802.11. So portal 

provides logical integration between wired LAN and WLAN. 

2.3.1 Basic Service Set 

BSS is a basic building block of IEEE 802.11, all the stations are controlled by the single 

coordination function for example distribution coordination function (DCF) or point 

coordination function (PCF) and this whole system is defined as BSS. All stations can 

communicate with each other inside BSS if it is not connected to any infrastructure network 

then all the stations inside the BSS communicate with each other directly and we call it ad-

hoc network in IEEE 802.11. So we can say that independent BSS is a network in which each 

individual node can communicate or initialize a session to any other node and there is no 
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centralized controlling device. Here is given a complete procedure which is followed by the 

stations while starting an IBSS. 

 One station is selected to initialize the communication and it is given service set ID 

SSID it is known as initializing station. 

 Initially selected station send beacon frames. 

 Other stations in the IBSS tries to get access on the medium for service with SSID 

that matches their desired ID, so in this way other station get further information to              

communicate. 

 More than one station could be configured as starter. 

    Figure given below shows the communication between stations in an IBSS. 

 

Figure 2.1: IBSS [69] 

 

2.3.2 Extended Service Set 

Wireless users in an infrastructure network are provided with special services and range 

extension, which is not a case in ad-hoc network. Infrastructure network are design by using 

multiple access points. AP behaves like base station in cellular networks, AP also connects 

multiple BSS and result in the integration of multiple BSS so in this way range or coverage can 

be increase and finally results in forming ESS. The ESS is comprised of multiple BSS as 

explained before and these multiple BSS are integrated together by a common distribution 

system (DS). DS works like a backbone network and transfer data at MAC level and that is why 

DS can have non IEEE802.11 like IEEE 802.3 Ethernet LAN, IEEE 802.4 token ring, and basic 

IEEE 802.11, including all possible other standards. Figure 2.2 given below shows the 

architecture of ESS. Access points are connected to each other through wired networks called 

backbone networks. 
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                                             Figure 2.2: Extended service set (ESS) [69] 

   Here is given a procedure to start ESS operations 

 Extended service set is used to identify infrastructure network. 

 All access points will adapt themselves according to this ESSID. 

 After the power up stations send request and find AP to which it has to 

associate. 

 

2.4 IEEE 802.11 logical architecture 

Logical architecture of IEEE 802.11 which is built in every station is comprised of one of 

multiple physical layer protocol and MAC layer. MAC layer is responsible for medium access, 

addressing, frame generation, check sequence for frames for shared physical medium and makes 

all physical layer protocols transparent to the LLC layer. IEEE 802.11 makes the use of carrier 

sense multiple access/collision avoidance CSMA/CA protocol at MAC layer. 

MAC layer performs following operations 
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2.4.1 Distribution coordination function (DCF) 

DCF use CSMA/CA scheme which sense the medium if the medium is idle it transmits data 

immediately otherwise it continuously monitors the medium and waits until medium became idle 

and available for data transmission. DCF uses short delays during transmission to smoothly 

function CSMA/CA algorithm. By using IFS between frames CSMA/CA algorithm work in this 

way 

 Station looks for the idle medium if station found medium idle it waits for IFS and again 

check the medium if station still find medium idle it transmits data immediately. 

 If station find medium busy it waits until it gets medium, idle again. 

 If current transmission is over station waits for IFS and sense the medium again if it is 

still idle station backs off a random amount of time and sense the medium again if 

station found medium idle it starts transmitting data but if station finds medium busy at 

this time station halts back off timer and resumes when medium become available. 

 Unsuccessful transmission results in lake of acknowledgement which is assumed that 

collision has occurred  

2.4.2 Point Coordination Function (PCF)  

It is implemented at the top of the DCF layer and an alternative method to access the medium. 

Point coordinator or polling master polls to perform operation to give access to station and PCF 

has centralized control. Point coordinator uses PCF inter frame space (PIFS) when issue polls. 

Point coordinator can cease the DCF asynchronous communication because PCF inter frame 

spaces PIFS is smaller than DIFS while issuing polls. Point coordinator issues polls in round 

robin fashion to stations which are a part of PCF for polling after PIFS. Because PIFS is smaller 

than DIFS it can seize DCF operation so PCF is contention free service while DCF has the 

possibility of contention. 

2.4.3 Scanning 

Scanning is required for the following functions 

 Introducing and ad-hoc network 

 Joining network 

 Maintain ad-hoc network 

 Finding a new AP 

There are two types of scan active scan and passive scan. During active scan station send a probe 

and wait for response. It save the information if response received information is same as in 

passive scan  , best AP is chosen after scanning and finally station join network. But station first 

performs passive scan during passive scan station listen for beacons in each channel and ESSID, 

BSSID are saved.   
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2.4.4 Association 

A station must associate with an AP after scanning, here is given some steps along with scanning 

how to do association. 

 Station perform active scan 

 AP sends active response 

 Station choose best AP 

 Association request is send by the station 

 Finally AP grants response for association 

2.4.5 Re-Association 

It allows the users to freely move from one BSS to another and there is no need to get new 

association with AP point of other BSS for mobile node, AP establishes coordination between 

them. 

2.4.6 De-Association 

Mobile node or AP have to send the notification to the ESS before leaving it, after sending the 

notification either by the mobile node or AP these can terminate the connection or can get de 

association. 

2.4.7 Authentication 

Mobile stations who wants to communicate with each other they must have to establish identity 

first, theses stations makes the use of authentication service. IEEE 802.11 supports some 

authentication schemes. Authentication process depends upon the encryption key which is 

exchanged between the users who want secure communication. So mobile stations must have to 

have mutually acceptable authentication before they can establish an association with an AP and 

IEEE 802.11 requires it. 

2.4.8 De-authentication 

We need to have this service whenever current authentication is going to terminate. 

2.4.9 Privacy 

It is used to make communication secure so that only the intended station can read the message 

or data and preventing any unauthorized access. 
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2.4.10 Fragmentation 

Fragmentation is too much resistant to the noisy channels but it cause overhead where channels 

are in good conditions, it is defined in IEEE 802.11 standard. Fragmentation is an optional but 

reassembly is mandatory, we can make the transmission reliable in the noisy channels 

environment by fragmenting the larger MSDU packets when these packets are handed to the 

MAC layer by the LLC layer. Before doing fragmentation it is analyzed first whether to do it or 

not by comparing MPDU size to the fragmentation threshold value. MPDU is fragmented into 

multiple fragments if it exceeds the fragmentation threshold, all these fragments are transmitted 

in sequence. Source occupies the channel until it gets the confirmation that all the fragments 

have been received or until it receives the acknowledgement form the receiver. If station does not 

receive the acknowledgement and send again an unacknowledged frame 

2.4.11 Power Management 

WLAN is a standard developed for the mobile devices, which are drive, by the cell batteries and 

battery power is a scare resource. That is why IEEE 802.11 addresses the issue of power 

management and has a built-in mechanism to automatically save the power by enabling the 

stations to go in sleep mode for a long period without losing data. AP continuously updates the 

records of the stations which are in power save mode, buffer the packets of a particular station 

until they change their mode of operation or either they send the request for packet by polling. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: IEEE 802.11 architecture [70] 

This figure shows different physical layer protocol and two schemes to get access to the medium 

at the MAC layer. 
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2.4 MAC Frame Format 

MAC layer is responsible for all the operations related to medium access and data transmission it receive 

data from upper LLC layer and makes the use of protocol data units (PDU) which are known as MAC 

frames and these MAC performs all the operations. There are different type of frames all of these have 

almost same packet format. Here is explained different fields of the MAC frame 

 MAC Frame control 

It provides control information and indicates the type of frame. 

 Duration/Connection ID 

iIt tells how long a channel can be allocated to the MAC frame for successful transmission if used 

for duration in other case it is use as connection identifer. 

 Addresses 

This field contains destination MAC address, source MAC address, service set ID (SSID), basic 

service set ID (BSSID). Destination MAC address consists of 48 bits is the address of the receiving 

station, source MAC address is the address of the transmitting station these source and destination 

may belong to wired or wireless LAN. SSID is the address of the device which connects 

infrastructure networks together where as Address of the AP that belongs to specific BSS is 

represented by BSSID. 

 Sequence Control 

It consists of 2 bytes in which 4 bits are used for fragmentation and reassembly these are called 

fragment numbers and other 12 bits are used to assign number to frames sent between transmitter 

and receiver. 

 Data 

It contains the information which belongs to upper layer protocol for example LLC or it may be the 

information regarding fragments of the MSDU control information, this is called body of the frame. 

 CRC 

This is a cyclic redundancy check field consists of 32 bits which is used to identify the error or 

corrupted bits during transmission. 

MAC frame is shown here in the figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4: MAC Frame Format   [71] 

Frame control field is explained here in detail it is comprised of 2 bytes and purpose of each sub field is 

explained down here. 

 Protocol Version 

IEEE 802.11 version, currently version 0 

 Type 

It identifies the type of the frame for example (data, control, management) 

 Subtype 

It further determines the functionality of the frame 

 

 To DS 

MAC coordination sets this bit to 1 in a frame destined to the distribution system 

 From DS 

MAC coordination function sets this bit to 1 in a frame leaving the distribution system 

 More Fragments 

This bit must have to set at 1 if more fragment follow this frame. 

 Retry 

Must have to set at 1 if this is the retransmission of a previous frame. 

 Power Management 

This bit is used to shift station in sleep mode by setting this bit at 1 

 More Data 

This bit indicates that station has more data to send 

 WEP 

      This field is used to secure the transmission of the frames by exchange of encryption key, this bit is  

set to 1 if we want to use WEP.     

 Order 
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       It tells the receiving station that frame should be processed in order if bit is set to one in this 

field.In the figure below is given the format of the frame control field 

 

 

Figure2.5: Frame Control Field Format [71] 

 

As we talk before that there are different types of frames are, data frames, control frames, 

management frames now i am going to explain in detail the responsibilities of these frames.  

2.5 Types of MAC Frame 

 Control Frames 

 Data Frames 

 Management Frames 

 

2.5.1 Control Frames  

The purpose of the control frames is to deliver data in reliable manners, control frames are further 

divided into 6 sub types. 

 Request to send 

The stations who want to send the data to a particular destination send this frame before sending the 

data and that specific recipient became alert among all other stations lying into that specific range. 

 Clear to send 

This frame is used by the station to get grant so that it will be able to send data to source as well. 

 Contention free (CF)-End 

It announces the end of a contention free period that is a part of PCF. 

 CF-End + CF-Ack 

This frame releases stations from all limitations associated with contention period by acknowledging 

that contention is over now. 

 Power save poll 
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By using this frame every station send request to other station including AP and tells that frames 

buffered into the AP belongs to this specific station which were put into the AP‘s que during the 

power save mode of the mobile station. 

 Acknowledgement 

It provides the acknowledgement from receiver to sender that power save poll, management and             

Immediately processing data has received successfully. 

2.5.2 Data frames 

There are eight types of data frames four of these are used to carry data and other are used to send power 

control management bits. First i will explain the data frames. 

 Data 

       It can be used in both contention and contention free period and it is most simple data frame.  

 Data  + CF- Ack 

       This frame acknowledges the previously received data plus this data could be send during contention 

Free period. 

 Data  + CF- poll. 

        It used by the PCF to send data to mobile station and also send request that mobile station send     data 

that it may have buffered. 

 Data + CF-Ack + CF-Poll        

        It combines the functions of all previously explained data frames. 

The other four data frames do not use actually to send user data but actually  to send bits regarding power 

management control in the frame control field to AP so that it will be able to know that station is going to 

change its operation state to low power. 

2.5.3 Management frames   

These frames are used to manage communication between mobile station and AP. 

 Association request 

        This frame is sent by the mobile station to get association with BSS with the help of AP and also   

        this frame gives information whether the station is poll able or encryption. 

 Association response 

        This frame is sent by the AP in response to association frame whether request is accepted or not. 

 Re-association  request 

        These management frames are used when mobile station moves and enters into another BSS then         
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        station need to associate with current AP of the corresponding BSS. So the station just establish  

        re-association with current AP,  AP of the new and previously BSS coordinate with each other to 

        perform re-association. 

 Re-association response 

        This frame is send by the AP to give the response to the station whether it has accepted the  

        Re-association or not. 

 Beacon  

        AP sends this frame after fixed intervals so that these stations can identify their BSS. 

 Authentication 

        This frame is used by the station to get authentication between each other. 

 De-authentication  

       This is use to exchange the frame between stations that have now terminate secure  

       communication,  AP may be one of  these stations.     

 Dissociation  

        It is use to terminate association between stations. 

 Probe request 

It is use to locate an IEEE 802.11 BSS and gets exchange between stations to obtain information    

from another station or AP. 

 Probe response 

       It is sent in response to probe request. 

 

2.6 IEEE 802.11 Physical layer 

Physical layer of IEEE 802.11 has been developed in four stages and produced following standards. 

 IEEE 802.11 

       It includes MAC layer and three physical layer protocols two in 2.4 GHz ISM band and 

       one in infrared, each provides 1 to 2 mbps data rate. 

 IEEE 802.11a 

       Provides data rate up to 54 mbps and work in 5 GHz band 

 IEEE 802.11b 
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        It provides 11 mbps and 54 mbps data rate and operates in 2.4 GHz band. 

 IEEE 802.11g 

        It operates in 2.4 GHz band and provides data rates up to 54 mbps. 

2.6.1 Basic IEEE 802.11   

Three physical media are defined in IEEE 802.11 which is described here one by one 

 Direct sequence spread spectrum(DSSS) 

 It works in free ISM band at 2.4 GHz and provides 1 mbps and 2 mbps data rate. There is no need 

to have license for this band, number of channels depends upon the bandwidth allocated by local  

authorities. Maximum three channels could be use and these channels are non overlapping and each 

channel has of bandwidth of 5 MHz. DQPSK and DBPSK are used as a modulation scheme. This DSSS 

technique spreads the data on the whole available bandwidth by using chipping codes in such a way that 

the codes generated by DSSS technique should have autocorrelation with very high value and cross 

correlation with very low value. 

 Frequency hopping spread spectrum(FHSS ) 

This technique makes the use of multiple channels with single hopping from one channel to another by 

using pseudo random sequences. In this standard 1 MHz channel is used, different hopping frequencies are 

used in different countries. FHSS uses two level Gaussian FSK and four level Gaussian FSK and provides 

1 mbps and 2 mbps data rate respectively. 

 Infrared 

Omni directional antenna is use instead of one to one connection and its maximum range is 20 m. 

Modulation scheme for 1 mbps is known as 16-PPM, to send 2 mbps each group of 2 data bits is mapped  

Into one of four 4 bit sequence.    

2.6.2 IEEE 802.11a     

 Channel structure 

IEEE 802.11a use frequency band called universal networking information infrastructure (UNII) it is 

comprised of three parts 

1) UNNI-3 band: frequency range (5.725-5.825GHz) for outdoor use only. 

2) UNII-2 band: frequency range (5.25-5.35GHz) used either for indoor or outdoor. 

3) UNII-3 band: frequency range (5.15-5.25GHz) used for indoor use only. 

IEEE 802.11a has very higher data rates as compared to other standards like IEEE 802.11b/g and it uses 

uncultured frequency spectrum of 5 GHz. IEEE 802.11a uses orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM)  as a multiple access technique that‘s the reason it makes efficient use of bandwidth and avoids 

overlapping between channels. 
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 Channel coding and modulation schemes 

IEEE 8022.11a use OFDM instead of spread spectrum schemes which are a multicarrier modulation 

scheme each data bit make a use of individual carrier to modulate the signal. FDM and OFDM seem to be 

identical but actually these two schemes differ in a way that in OFDM all subcarriers are generated by the 

same source. At the baseband level OFDM uses a variety of modulation schemes like BPSK, QPSK, 16 

QAM, 64 QAM and interspaced gap between subcarriers is 0.3125 MHz, forward error correction with 

code rate ½, 2/3, ¾ are used in convolution coding. 

 Frame structure at physical layer 

Physical layer transmits MPDU for MAC layer as defined in IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. PDM performs 

actual encoding and transmission operation while PLCP sub layer provide information required to perform 

framing and signaling in OFDM transmission. Frame format for physical layer consists of three main 

fields PLCP preamble, signal, data. PLCP preamble provides the information required for synchronization 

at receiver to demodulate the OFDM signal. Signal field consists of 24 bits and have subfield of 4 bit call 

rate which gives information about data rate at which data field part of frame is transmitted, r subfield (I 

bit) reserved for future, length field (12 bits) gives information about number of octets in MAC PDU, P (1 

bit) parity bit, tail (6 bits) used to bring convolution encoder to 0.Data field consists of MAC PDU 

explained before, tail (6 bits) use to reinitialize convolution encoder, pad bits are use to make multiple 

number of bits into OFDM symbols. IEEE 802.11a physical PDU is given in the figure below. 

 

    

  

                                          Figure 2.6: Physical PDU [72] 

2.6.3 IEEE 820.11b 

It is extended form of IEEE 802.11 DSSS and provides data rates of 5.5 and 11 Mbps in ISM band. 

Chipping rate is same as original DSSS scheme has which is 11 MHz, occupies same bandwidth. A 

special modulation scheme complementary code keying (CCK) is used to increase the data rate by 

occupying same bandwidth and chipping rate. There is an alternative for this CCK which is packet binary 

convolution coding (PBCC). By using this modulation scheme we get more efficient transmission but at 

the cost of computation complexity at the receiver. PBCC is a part of IEEE802.11g to increase data rates 

and future enhancement. 

2.6.4 IEEE 802.11g 

IEEE 802.11g is compatible to IEEE 802.11b so that devices with 802.11b can communicate with AP 

having IEEE 802.11g and device with IEEE 802.11g can communicate with AP having IEEE 802.11b 
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both standards operates in 2.4 GHz band. IEEE 802.11g increase data rate from 20 Mbps up to 54 Mbps. It 

offers a wide range of data rates and modulation schemes as in IEEE 802.11b that is the reason it is 

compatible with it. IEEE 802.11g also uses ERP-OFDM which provides data rates of 22 and 33 Mbps. 

Here is given the table which gives the information about IEEE 802.11 protocols regarding modulation 

schemes, data rate, number of channels and compatibility. 

 

 

 

                  Figure 2.7: IEEE 802.11 Physical Layer Standards  [73] 
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3G  History. 

ITU International Telecommunication Union planed to implement a frequency band 2000MHZ 

globally. This planed called IMT2000 International Mobile Telephone was helpful in active 

debate and technical analysis for high-speed telephone solutions. As the world wide community 

is split into two camps GSM.IS – 136/PDC and CDMA.[1]. ―The eventual 3G evolution for 

CDMA system leads to CDMA 2000,Several variants of CDMA 2000 are currently being 

deployed, but they all are based on the fundamentals of IS-95 and IS-85B technologies. The 

eventual 3G evolution for GSM ,IS-136 and PDC system leads to Wide Band CDMA (W-

CDMA), also known as Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service (UMTS). W-CDMA is 

based on the network fundamentals of GSM as well as merged version of GSM and IS-136 

through EDGE.‖[1] 

 3.1     3G W-CDMA (UMTS) 

It theoretically support 14.0 Mbps data transfer rate, although release 99 handset support  

384Kbit/s which is much more than 9.6Kbps  of a single GSM circuit switched data channel. 

UMTS use a pair of 5MHZ channel over W-CDMA. The frequency band defined for UMTS 

1885-2025MHZ for uplink and 2110- 2200MHZ for down link.   

3.1.1Protocol and Interfaces  

There are a number of interfaces in UMTS network, which has its own protocol stack figure 3.1 

shows a basic pattern of protocol stacks which vary from one interface to another [3]. 

 

                                                Fig 3.1Model of protocol Stack in UMTS [78] 

The application layer will create and interprets the UMTS signaling messages and also 

manipulates data streams, while the transport layer will responsible for transferring the data 
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stream from one network component to another, we can roughly say that  in the OSI model the 

application layers are from 5-7 and transport layer contains OSI layers 1-4.The three planes for 

protocol stack  are user plane which carry information from the user such as data packet or voice, 

while signaling messages are carried by control plane. The transport control plane will carries 

internal signaling messages if the data are transported using ATM.In application layer the control 

plane contains signaling protocols use by the network elements to communicate with each other. 

The user plane protocol manipulate the data (compression, decompression).In transport layer 

most of interfaces use slandered protocols.[78] 

3.1.2.2 Signaling Protocols: 

In the application layer protocol we will see how they operate by RCC radio resource controls ( 

which lies between mobile equipment and serving radio network controller SRNC) fig3.2 shows 

the signaling procedure, The SNRC can use to find mobile capabilities. In the first step the RRC 

message is composed by SRNC known as UE capability enquiry, which is sent to the mobile the 

mobile replies with the capability information that include different parameters that describes its 

capabilities.(e.g. maximum data rate ,number of data rate stream simultaneously).It can  handle 

an whether to support or not to support GSM. 

 

          Figure 3.2 Operation of the RRC Protocol in the UE capability enquiry procedure 

[79] 

The SRNC replies with conformation in formation .When time expires before receiving SRNC,s 

conformation it retransmit its capability information. The different signaling protocols of the 

UMTS are shown in the table 3.1 
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The behavior of all protocols in the table is same as RRC protocol. The MAP mobile application 

part handles signaling communications across different interfaces in the core network. If a call 

from the mobile to gateway MSC arrives, the MAP message will be send to the HLR by GMSC 

and will ask for mobile current location. So it will be able to forward the call to correct MSC. 

The radio access network application part(RANAP),Node B  application Part (NBAP ) and radio 

network subsystem application part(RNSAP) have   similar role  in the radio access network on 

the Iub, Iu and Iur interfaces respectively. The air interface has two levels NAS non access 

stratum and AS access stratum. Protocol, which lies in the non access stratum exchange 

messages between the core network and the mobile. The four of these are call control CC 

protocol which runs in the circuit switch domain and the mobile, and manages, setup and tear 

down data transfer. The MM mobility management and the GPRS mobility management (GMM) 

protocols handle bookkeeping messages which only effect  the internal operation in the system 

and not related to any data stream. The RRC protocol lies in the access stratum and use for 

exchanging messages between the radio access network and mobile.[79]  

3.1.2.3Transport Protocols: 

The transport protocols are listed in the table 3.1 which are divided into two groups. In the air 

interface access stratum information is transported using unique protocols to UMTS. The 

physical layer air interface is most important. The physical layer is assisted by two layer2 

protocols. The MAC medium access control protocol and radio link control protocol RLC 

protocol. The MAC control the physical layer e.g. at a particular time how much data is 

transmitted to and from the mobile station. While RLC manages the data link between the radio 

access network and the mobile by task. As retransmitting of data packets in case of incorrect 

arrival. We can roughly say that the physical layer is implemented in the Node B and the mobile. 

While RLC and MAC are implemented in the mobile and its serving RNC. The circuit switch 

domain transmit voice calls using pulse code modulation PCM. This is a transport mechanism 

used in digital fixed line phone network. The analogue speech signal is digested with 8 bit 

resolution at a sample rate of 8KHZ to give 64 Kbps bit rate. The resultant signal is converted 

into symbols, then mixed with a carrier and multiplexed with other PCM signals, before 

transmission there is no processing like compression or error correction. 

In other parts of the network, the protocols use for data transportation or ATM asynchronous 

transfer mode, internet protocol IP and MTP message Transfer Part of SS7 protocol stack.                                                                                                        

The ALCAP access link control application protocol is required in a case if data are being 

transported using ATM temporary virtual circuits situated in the transport control plane and 

manages setup, and tears down the virtual circuits. [3][80] 
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Table 3.1 List of Signaling protocols grouped according to the part of the system and where 

they are used  [80] 

3.1.2.4  User Plane Protocol: 

It manipulates the data of user interest, also carry small number of signaling messages. In 

example we take AMR adaptive multi rate codec. The voice calls are transmitted at 64Kbps by 

circuit switch. For air interface, it is too fast because SNR signal to noise ratio are rather low, so 
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low maximum data rate .The code AMR compresses the information on the path between MSC 

and mobile to rate between 4.7kbps and 212.2kbps.This increase the number of mobiles in a cell. 

The ARM codec is implemented in the core network and mobile compressed information from 

using ATM and IP. The table 3.3 shows list of user protocol used by UMTS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table3.2 list of user plane protocols In UMTS, grouped according to the part of the system 

where the protocol are used [81] 
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TABLE 3.3 List of transport protocols in UMTS  grouped according to the part of the 

system where the protocol is used.[82] 

3.2 Architecture of UMTS Core Network. 

The core network controls the connection when the user initiates or terminates the call to access 

packet switched PS or Circuit Switched CS services. The core network also provide interworking 

with external networks, It also manage mobility of the user in a home and visited networks, also 

responsible for location updating, authentication, control charging and accounting. The core 

network of the UMTS is  the combination of GSM network subsystem(NSS) and backbone of 

GPRS with a complete new  radio network(UTRAN).The main difference between the two 

UMTS & GSM is the radio interfaces and access technique. 

3.2.1Cirrcuit Switched and Packet Switched domains 

The core network of UMTS is based on the two separate domains circuit switched  CS and 

packet switched PS.The circuit switched domain provide real time constraints such as video 

telephony and voice while the packet switched domain provides services like web browsing, 

email, MMS/SMS. The core circuits switch and packet switch services can be accesses 

simultaneously. Before access the mobile equipment has to register with the required domain the 

phase called (IMSI attach) for registration with the CS domain and  ―GPRS attach‖ for 

registration with the PS domain .TMSI Temporary Mobile Subscriber  Identity  will be assigned 

for access to CS domain and PTMSI (Packet.TMSI) for packet services .The termination to the 
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domains are done by ―IMSI detach‖ and ―GPRS detach‖ respectively. When the registration is 

occurred the user equipment is tracked by its location management procedures.LA location area 

in the CS domain and RA routing area in the PS domain. After registration, the CS & PS can be 

access in one of the following configuration. 

 

                  Fig 3.3 reference architecture of UMTS network based on release 99[83] 

 

 Provision of CS & PS Services: The user equipment can access CS & PS services at the 

same time. Similar to class A GPRS Terminals. 

 Provision of PS services: The user equipment can access PS domain only at one time 

and no access to CS domain at the same time..It is similar to Class C in GPRS 

 Provision of CS Services: The user equipment is only register to CS domain, and can 

access to CS domain. 

The mobility management (MM) context is activated for the registered domain. The procedures 

like mobility, call connection and security management is involved in the context, which 

represent a logical connection with the associated domain. The information about temporary 

identifiers (TMSI or P-TMSI) and actual area LA and RA. 

Two independent MM context are created in the user equipment when it is attached to both 

domains. NON-Access Stratum hands them. The distinction is not clear between two domains as 

far as radio interface is concerned. The data and signaling of CS and PS is conveyed via some 
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physical connection under control of Access Stratum (AS).Registration and location updating is 

performed by user equipment for CS & PS domain. 

3.2.2 Network Elements In the UMTS core Network not included in Reference Architecture  

There are some network entities in the UMTS core network that can be integrated in the 

architecture of the UMTS network for the additional tele services or applications. There 

integration is optional and implementation does not affect the basic function of elements in the 

reference core network. These entities are below. 

 The Interworking Function (IWF):It is basically located in the MSC ,provides a 

data bridge between the CS domain and the  Fixed networks such as PSTN,ISDN or 

packet data networks. Its functionality comprises signaling control and protocol. 

 

 The SMS Service Center (SC):It is incharge of SMS message delivery and is 

common to CS and PS domain. If the mobile terminated SMS messages,(SMS-

GMSC) SMS Gateway MSC is required to enable communication with the serving 

SGSN or MSC. In the same manner SMS-interworking MSC function will needed to 

route SMS messages from the core network to the SC 

 

. 

 The Cell Broadcast Centre (CBC): 

It is responsible to deliver broadcast short messages  in the service area. It is a part of the 

core network and it communicate with the UTRAN using the ‗Iu-BC‘ interface. 

 The entities for location service (LCS) provision that will enable the system to 

determine the geographical position of the UMTS user. 

 The entities which are related to CAMEL which proposes a set of functions and 

procedures based on the intelligent network concept which make operator specific 

services available to UMTS (and GSM) users who roam outside their home 

network. The main entity with in the CAMEL architecture is the GSM Control 

Function (gsm SCF). 

 

Figure 3.3 give more complete architecture of the UMTS core network. The figure shows 

the Charging Function (CGF) in the PS domain that collects and validates records traffic 

data information. The results are first formatted and then sent to the network billing 

system for processing. 
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          Figure 3.4 Global View Of UMTS network Including Optional Entities.[84] 

3.2.2 UMTS Protocol Architecture Based On “Stratum” 

A set of protocols which have the same functional role in the network are called ― Stratum‖ 

 

Figure3.5: shows the Logical AND Physical Interaction between the core network and the 

user equipment[85]. 
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3.2.2.1:Access Stratum: 

The function of the access stratum is to support the NAS  non access stratum. This will includes 

the functions and protocols for the transport of information across the UMTS terrestrial access 

network (UTRAN and air interface).AS protocols are presented in the lower layer of IU and Uu 

interfaces. The transport of information between UE and Core network is enabled.                    

The protocols in the Uu interface referred to ―radio protocols‖. which enable, setup and control  

the radio related information to coordinate the use of radio resources between UE and UTRAN. 

In Iu interface AS Is referred as ―Iu protocols‖ which enables the setup and control the  of Iu 

bearers. In Iu interface AS applies mechanisms to convey data and signaling information from 

UTRAN to CN serving access node (MSc or SGSN)from functional point of view these 

protocols are divided into two plane. 

3.2.2.2:Non Access Stratum: 

The protocols outside the access stratum are included in non-access Stratum (NAS)  is a 

functional layer running  between  user equipment and the core network CN. The layer supports 

traffic an signaling messaging between UE and CN. They concern all data and signaling 

messages between core network and user equipment on radio access technology.   

3.3:Network Elements Of CS domain  

The circuit switch domain of the core network consist of the following elements. 

 

  

3.3.1 The Mobile-services Switching Center (MSC)  It connect the UTRN  and other MSCs 

It manages the mobility and registration of the subscriber allocates the physical resources in 

combination with UTRN. Call routing; handover, roaming, charging and accounting are also 

control by MSC. 

 

 

3.3.2 The Visitor Location Register (VLR) It is a database which store the information of the 

user equipment which  is located in the local area LA covered by VLR. Which  stores  MSNR 

(Mobile Subscriber Roaming Number),TMSI, LA and supplementary services like  IMSI, 

MSISDN, HLR address. One or more MSc can be linked with VLR and may be embedded 

within the same  MSC equipment 

 

 

3.3.3The Gateway MSC (GMSC) 

The GMSC collect location information of the UE  call to the MSC serving the UE current 

instant. It Also ensures the internet functionality with other networks like PSTN and N-ISDN. 
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              Fig 3.6 Network Elements and signaling protocols in the  with in the CS domain[86] 

 

 

.. 

.  

. 3.3.4 The Home Location Register (HLR): This is the data base which  is shared by CS and PS 

domains contain static information like   MSISDN ,IMSI, and UMTS subscription information. 

In the CS domain, dynamic information like current VLR address is used to rout incoming calls 

towards MSC. In the PS Domain the address of the serving SGSN contain in HLR.  

. 

3.3.5 The Equipment Identity Register (EIR) The EIR shared data base by CS  and  PS which  

maintain a list of mobile equipments to  prevent calls from stolen or unauthorized mobile.  

 

3.3.6 The Authentication Center (AuC): This protected data base accessed by  HLR contains 

USIM secret keys of each subscriber. 

 

3.4 Signaling System: 

The internal system  of the CS work on the signaling system number7 SS7.This is a common 

signaling technique according  to this  architecture MSC will be  enable to communicate with 

VLR (B interface),HLR(C interface) other MSCs (E interface).The D interface between VLR 

and HLR and G interface  between VLRs.  
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   3.5 Protocol Architecture of the signaling system Number 7 in the CS domain [87] 

 

The figure shows   the protocol architecture of SS7 in the CS domain. We have to define the 

function of different layers. The dialog between different applications running on nodes through 

a query scheme is performing by TCPA Transaction Capabilities Application part layer. The 

signaling transport is using MTP message transfer part MTP. Layer and SCC signaling 

connection control part.MTP which is consist of three levels.MTP1,MTP2,and MTP3 handle 

error-free transport and the logical connections will be handle by  a subset of  SCCP, which  will 

realize sequenced delivery of ss7 message packets and routing will be provide. 

The capabilities of MTP is extended by SCCP by enabling additional connectionless and 

connection oriented services. The international signaling network for CS services is provided  by 

the combination of SCCP and MTP.ISDN  user  part (ISUP) provide the establishment and 

clearing of circuit switch calls.MAP uses the services of TCAP,SCCP and MTP  and control 

procedure such as location registration and collection, handover ,roaming, retrieval  of subscriber 

parameter during call setup ,authentication and security procedures. 

  

3.4.1 Network Elements Of The PS domain: 

The modified version of the GPRS network is UMTS PS domain. In the core network the PS 

domain co-exist with a CS domain  and sharing HLR,EIR and Auc database. Two additional 

physical nodes will be required  to support PS domain services that are serving GPRS Support 

Node (SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Node (GGSN). 
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The SGSN responsibility is to communication between UMTS user and PS domain within the 

serving area. It is also responsible for user authentication, Ciphering, Integrity, Charging and 

mobility management procedure for UMTS users. Besides of data transfer  and routing the 

SGSN has embedded VLR functionality. The GGSN responsibility is logical interface to external 

packet data network (PDN).The protocol used by PDN is name as PDP. The data packet from 

SGSN is converted into PDP format by GGSN and  is sent to external network. Network address 

(IP) can also be allocated dynamically by GGSN. 

The GGSN and SGSN in the core network are connected by IP based GPRS backbone which can 

be intra PMLN. Roaming agreement is required in case of connecting with different PMLN. If it 

connect the GGSN/SGSN of the same GPRS provider or inter-PMLN or when connecting 

GGSN/SGSN to different PLMNs. In the second case  there will be roaming agreement between 

providers.  

 

 

 

3.4.2 Protocol Architecture in the PS domain 

 

 

The interface between the physical nodes in the PS domain is identified by ―G‖ and identical to  

one that used in the GPRS network. However the ‗Gb‘ interface is not used anymore and 

replaced by Iu-Ps interface which enables the UTRAN-SGSN interaction. 

In the CS domain the SS7 and MAP architecture are used to interface the SGSN with the EIR Gf 

interface) and the HLR (Gr interface).In contrast to the CS domain  PS domain use GPT (GPRS 

tunneling protocol) for enabling communication between SGSN and GGSN Through ‗Gn‘ 

interface using tunneling principle. The vertical connection between GGSN and SGSN or 

between two GGSN or SGSN is a GTP Tunnel. All types of PDP (X.25 or IP) data are always 

encapsulated into IP datagram and then it is tunneled   through GPRS backbone. As shown in the 

figure 3.5 this tunnel is also known as Tunnel Endpoint Identified (TIED). A similar tunneling 

procedure is use between the SGSN and UTRAN. 
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    Figure 3.8 Network elements and signaling protocols within the PS domain[88] 

 

 

 
  

        Figure3.9: GTP Tunneling and encapsulation principle between the GGSN and 

SGSN.[89] 
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3.5 UMTS access network: 

 

The radio access network of UMTS is called UTRAN/Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

Network. Which is responsible for radio resource, data, signaling traffic exchange between UE 

and CN and handle withdrawal and allocation of radio bearers required for traffic support and 

control to some extent UE mobility and network access technology is based on WCDMA? 

 

Table3.5 shows the architecture of UTRAN. We have compared the component and interfaces of 

UMTS with that of GSM. These are open interfaces and interworking with different manufacture 

can be done. The mobility is handled by UTRAN at cell and URA (UTRAN Registration area) 

level. This is independent from mobility management handled by CN. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
                  Table3.5 UTRAN Interfaces and their equivalent in GSM[90] 
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   Figure 3.10 Architecture Of UTRAN[91] 

 

 

3.5.1 The Radio Network Sub-System RNS: 

There are one or more radio sub systems known as radio network subsystem RNS and equivalent 

BSS in GSM. It is composed of one RNC radio network controller and one or more Node Bs 

Connected by Iub Interface.  

 

3.5.2 Radio Network Controller RNC 

Radio network controller is control unit of UTRAN, performs various tasks and controls all radio 

resources within RNS. It is same as BSC  in GSM. Most of protocols between RAN and UE are 

implemented in the RNC. It communicates over Iu Interface with a maximum of one fixed 

network nodes SGSN and MSC. Each RNC  is allocated  to an SGSN and MSC. It will also has 

the option of using Iur-interface to communicate over core network CN  with neighboring RNCs. 

The RNC is responsible for the following Tasks. 

 

3.5.2.1 Call Admission Control: In contrast to GSM, CDMA in UMTS provide a large number 

of possible  channels at the radio interface, but not all of these  can be used at the same time. 

Because by increasing the number of channels interference can occur. So the RNC for individual 

cal must calculate traffic load for each cell.On the basis of these information Call Admission 
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Control CAC decides whether the interference level after the channel request is occupied is 

acceptable and, if necessary, rejects the call.  

3.5.2.2  Radio Resource management 

The RNC manages the radio resource in all the cells attached to it. Utilization level, priority 

control and interface calculation is responsibility of RNC. 

3.5.2.3 Radio bearer set up and release: 

The radio bearer in UMTS is the radio data channel within access stratum above the radio Link 

Control (RLC) sub layer. The RNC is setup. The responsibility of RNC is setting up, maintaining 

and ultimately releasing radio bearers as required.  

3.5.2.4 CODE Allocation: 

In UMTS CDMA codes are managed in code tree. The RNC allocates part  of these codes to 

each mobile and during the course of a connection the allocation can be changed. 

3.5.2.5 Power Control 

CDMA network will work efficiently when the transmitter power of all mobile users is 

controlled. The actual fast control process take place in Node B but the target control values are 

established in RNC. The RNC only perform (counter loop ) loose power control to minimize  the 

cell interference between the adjacent cell with in the RNS and between nearby RNS. 

3.5.2.6 Packet Scheduling: 

The same resource at radio interface is share by the mobile users in the packet data transmission. 

The cyclical allocation transmission capacity to mobile station individually Is the responsibility 

of RNC.  

3.5.2.7  Handover control and RNS relocation: 

On the signal strength of the node Node B and UE. The RNC, decide another suitable cell 

connection. When the UE moved out of the range of one RNC .A new RNC is chosen for the 

user this called RNS allocation. 

3.5.2.8 Encryption: 

The data is encrypted in the RNC, which is arriving for transmission from fixed network. 

3.5.2.9 Protocol conversion. 

The communication between RNCs, CN and connected Node B must handle by RNC. 

3.5.2.10 ATM Switching 

The communication path between RNC and Node Bs and between CN and RNC  normally based 

on ATM router. The RNC will be to connect and switch ATM connection to communicate 

between different nodes. Iu Core network (Iucs MSC/GSM, Iups SGSN/GPRS).Iur Other RNCs, 

Iub: Base station are the different interfaces. 

3.5.2.11 O&M 

The data available must be transmitted over interface defined to an OMC operations and 

maintenance centre. 
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3.5.3 Node B: 

In UMTS the node B corresponds to the BTS Base Transceiver Station. Node B can manage one 

or more cells connected to RNC over interface Iub. It include CDMA receiver which convert the 

radio interface Iub. It include CDMA Receiver which convert the radio interface signal into data 

stream and then forward  to RNC over Iub Interface. While in contras direction the CDMA 

transmitter prepare incoming data for transport over radio interface and routes it to power 

amplifier. Some particularly time critical tasks cannot be stored in RNC due to large distance 

between Node B and RNC. The RNC have exact picture of the cell current situation so that can 

make sensible decision on power control, handover and call admission control. The mobile 

station and node B continuously measure the quality of connection and  interference level and 

the result is transmitted to RNC. In some special case the splitting and combining data stream of 

different sectors are handle by Node B. 

 

3.5.3.1 Node B cell Types and Cell Hierarchy 

UMTS support different cell types 

 Macro cells 

These are large cells and cover area with radius: r<250m.having low traffic and roaming UEs in 

rural areas and highways. 

 Micro Cells 

These types of cells have medium coverage area and cover radius of r<150m.It have medium 

traffic load and modest roaming in city parks etc. 

 Pico Cells 

These are also called hot spots and having lower coverage area r<50.It has high traffic and 

limited roaming on malls, offices etc. 

Different hierarchy levels use different frequency bands (5-MHz) 

 Routing Area RA: 

Group of cells, efficient localization of UEs (Paging…) RAs contains fewer cells than last. 

UMTS cells predicted to be more crowded. 

3.5.3.1 Node –B Functions 

 uplink-signal measurement 

Measure signal strength or quality reporting to RNC. 

 Soft handover 

UE receives signal from 2 different antenna elements of node B (EX: at border of 2 adjacent  

)UE combines received signals using RAKE-receiver. It contains multiple antenna elements. 

 Power control (Inner loop) 

The  inner loop power-control functions are to  reduce ―near-far-terminal and interference 

sharing among UEs in cell,Channel coding and decoding (convolution and turbo codes…). 
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3.5.4 UMTS Radio Interface 

The main difference between the UMTS and GSM is a new radio interface Uu in UMTS system. 

The duplex system are already known in  for GSM which use TDMA/FDMA/FDD, while UMTS 

use a new technique  CDMA/FDD  and  CDMA/TDD. 

 

 

3.5.4.1DS CDMA Direct Sequence CDMA: 

In DS CDMA, user data bits are multiplied with pseudo random bit sequence (chip sequence). 

The signal is spread over a wide frequency band. All users at the same time share 5 MHZ 

frequency .User are assigned different codes domain if chip rate sequence are unique. The codes 

are orthogonal and have low cross correlation .The benefit of codes to avoid narrow band 

interference like frequency selective fading, multipath propagation (Rack-receiver),anti tapping 

and to increase  over all  capacity to support more users at the same time. Chip rate is determined 

by multiplying spreading factor to data bit rate. Where spreading factor is the number of chips 

per user. The UMTS uses constant chip rate of  3.84 Chip/sec. UMTS uses different spreading 

factor to offer various bitrates ,low spreading factor (which is equivalent  to high data rate -  bit 

rate) is less protection against radio impairments ,high spreading factor = low data rate –bitrates  

is a better protection against radio impairments. Several  parameters effects spreading factors  

like radio channels quality(dynamic),desired quality, available code .The chip rate Is equal to 

3.84Mchips/sec requiring frequency  B.W of 5 MHZ. 

 

3.5.4.2 ORTHOGNAL CODES: 

Before transmission, the voice/data sender spreads data using spreading codes. UMTS uses so 

called orthogonal variables spreading factor (ovsf).Orthogonal codes are generated by doubling a 

chipping sequence with and without the flipping. The sign of the chips doubling also result in 

spreading a bit twice as much as before the code as shown in the figure. 

 
                                  Figure 3.11 OVSF code tree used for orthogonal spreading.[92] 

These codes are orthogonal having different spreading factor. One code is never part of the code. 

The spreading codes are used for transmission separation while scrambling code for user 

separation. 
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3.5.4.3 Spreading Codes(OVSF) 

UMTS support multiple services and applications using same connection. It have multiple 

logical connections on a single physical connection. The services and applications have different 

performance requirements uses different spreading codes. OVSF codes offer separation of 

logical connections (channels) on single physical connection (single sender‘s uplink). Services 

and applications using different SF receive different bitrates, services/applications=logical 

channels. The OVSF-codes do not offer separation among physical channels (Users in a cell) 

Complex (non-scalable) to manage multiple unique OVSF-codes for each user, coordination, 

signaling, negotiation. Identical OVSF-codes can be used simultaneously by several users in the 

cell at a time selection is based on the desired quality, radio conditions etc. 

 

3.5.4.4 Scrambling codes. 

The main purpose of the scrambling code is the separation of users within cell (uplink, UTRA-

FDD),each user have an unique scrambling code (UTRA-TDD) scrambling codes are cell-

specific, separation cells . Scrambling do not contribute to further spreading .XORs final chip-

sequence with quasi-orthogonal codes ‗‘gold codes‘‘.Quasi-orthogonal have not tight 

synchronization requires among users UEs for codes to remain orthogonal .UMTS do not require 

synchronization among users, only user and base station.  

 

 

 
           

                                    Figure3.12: Spreading and scrambling of user data[92] 
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Table 3.6 Difference between Channelization and scrambling[92] 

 

3.5.5 FDD and TDD modes: 

On the air interface the physical layer transmit and receives radio signal using two different 

modes. FDD frequency division duplex and TDD time division duplex. These two techniques 

distinguishes the mobile transmissionsfrom those of the base station in order to insure that they 

do not interfere with each other. 

 

3.5.5.1  UTRAN FDD: 

The FDD mode for UTRA uses WCDAM as access method. The FDD uplink and downlink  are 

1920-1980 MHZ, 2110-2170MHz respectively.FDD uses  a paired spectral allocation in which 

the mobile and base station transmit continuously but with two different frequencies.FDD 

networks are easier to implement .They do not require accurate  time synchronization. The radio 

frame lengths 10 msec.(38400 chips),the amount of data depend on  spreading factor SF. The 

radio frame is divided into 15 time slots (2560 chips) roughly equal to 666.6 micro sec which is 

the basic unit for transmission. Each slot of the FDD contains different fields and info depending 

on the type of the physical channel. The occupied bandwidth of the W-CDMA per channel is 4.4 

to 5 MHZ.   
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                     Figure3.13: UTRA  FDD (W-CDMA) frame structure[92] 

 

                                           UMTS/W-CDMA                        GSM 

Carrier spacing 5 MHz 200 KHz 

Power control (freq.) 1500 Hz 1-2 Hz 

Quality control radio resource mgn (dynamic) network planning (freq./cell 

plan, static) 

Freq. diversity spreading -> multipath diversity 

(Rake) 

slow freq. hopping 

Packet data load based packet scheduling timeslot based scheduling 

(GPRS) 

Downlink diversity via softer handover, (Rake 

receiver) 

not supported 

Handover type soft, softer (hard) hard 

Cell size small (radius: 10-500 m) small-large (radius: 10m-

35Km) 

System capacity dynamic (soft) static (hard) 

Shared resources emitted power within cell, codes freq. and timeslots within 

cell 

Service multiplexing same connection for multiple 

services 

one connection for each 

services 

Base station synch. no needed  needed 

 

                                Table 3.7:Comparison between UMTS and GSM[92] 

 

3.5.5.2 UTRAN-TDD: 

The second mode is UTRA-TDD, which separate uplink and down link in time. It uses the same 

frequency band at different time. It has the similar frame of structure as FDD. The radio frame 
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length is 10msec (38400 chips).The amount of data is depend upon spreading factor. The radio 

frame is divided into 15 time slots (2560 chips),each time slot contain1 to 3 different burst types 

(synchronization, traffic  and random access burst),the burst type is shown in the figure below. 

The spreading factor is 1-16 and data rate .6.624 Mbps—414kbps in case all the slots in a frame 

is used. It occupies 5MHZ bandwidth per channel. Compared to UTRA-FDD require 2*5 MHZ 

in 190 MHZ duplex distance. The radio frame slots are divided into equally and unequally 

between the up/down link transmission. Down link slots are controlled by base station (base 

station --UE).Each radio frame must contain minimum of 1 slot from up/down link respectively. 

A TDD uses the same scrambling codes from base station. The stations are tightly synchronize 

and the scrambling code are available only once per slot. 

 
Figure 3.14: UTRA-TDD (TD-CDMA) frame structure[92] 

                                                  

                                                  UTRA/TDD    UTRA/FDD 

Access method TDMA/CDMA(FDMA) CDMA(FDMA) 

Duplex method TDD FDD 

Channel spacing 5MHZ 5MHZ 

Chipping rate  3.84 Mcps 3.84 Mcps 

Spreading factor 1—16 4—512 

Frame length 10msec 10msec 

Time slot structure 15 slot/frame 15 slots/frame 

Code concept OVSF:data spreading and 

user separation 

Scrambling: cell separation 

OVSF:data spreading and 

channel separation(from 

individual user) 

Scrambling: user 

separation  

FEC codes Convolution coding(R1/2,K=9)  

Turbo coding (R=1/3) 

 

Interleaving Inter frame 

interleaving(10,20,40,80 ms) 

 

Modulation Qpsk  
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                           Table 3.8: Comparison between UTRA/FDD and UTR/TDD[92] 

 

3.5.6 WCDMA Channels: 

The data which is carried by the UMTS/WCDMA  is organized into data frames which is further 

divided into slots and the channels. So the pay load and control data can be carried in more 

efficient way. UMTS uses WCDMA  as its multiple access technology. But for ful channel 

structure it also users time division technique having slot and frame structure. The channel is 

divided  into 10ms frames and each frame is divided into 15 time slots. Each have 666 micro 

second length. On the down link the time  is further divided so the time slot field contain user or 

control messages, while on the uplink the dual channel modulation is used in order for 

transmission of data and control messages simultaneously. The control signal consist of 

Transport Formation Control Identifier (TCFI)  Feedback information(FBI) and Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP).The channel carried are categorized into the below three types. 

 
Figure3.15 : WCDMA Protocol Architecture[92] 

3.5.6.1 Logical Channels: 

 The logical channel define that what type of data is transmitted (user/control data) 

 

 Broad Cost Control Channels(BCCH) downlink 

The cell relevant information is broadcasted by this channel to the user equipment. 

 

Demodulation Coherent: using Midample Coherent: using pilot 

Power control Uplink: open loop power 

control(100-200 HZ) 

Down link: close loop power 

control<800HZ 

Up/downlink: fast close loop 

power control.~1500 HZ 

Hand over Hard handover  Soft,softer,hard handover 
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 Paging Control Channel(PCCH): downlink 

The channel is used for paging and notification information. and associated with PICH. 

 

 Dedicated Control Channel(DCCH) (Up and down link) 

Dedicated control information is carried  in both direction by this channel. 

 

 Common Control Channel CCCH (Up Down) 

It is bi-directional channel and is used for transfer control information. Shared Channel Control 

Channel (SHCCH) (Bidirectional)It is found only in TDD form of CDMA/UMTS. Shared 

control channel information is transported on this channel. 

 

 Dedicated Traffic Channel (DTCH)(UP/DOWN) 

To carry user data this bidirectional channel is used. 

 

 Common Traffic Channel (CTCH)Downlink 

Dedicated user information to the group of UE is transferred through this unidirectional channel. 

 

3.5.6.2 Transport Channels: 

It define that how and  which type of characteristic the data is transmitted by physical layer. 

 

 Dedicated Transport channel (DCH)  up/down 

Data to particular UE is transferred on this channel. Each UE has its own DCH in both 

directions. 

 

 Broad Cast Channel BCH (Down link): 

In order to identify the cell and the network the information is broadcasted through this channel. 

 

 Paging Channel PCH(Downlink) 

The messages are carried by this channel in order to alert the UE about the incoming call, sms ,data 

session   re registration. 

 

 Forward Access Channel FACH (Down link) 

The data is carried to the UE by these channels, which are registered to the system. This channel 

trying to access the system carries out random Access Channel RACH (Uplink) .The request for 

the services by the UE. 

 

 Up link Common Packet Channel CPCH (uplink) 

This channel beyond the RACH for power control provides the additional capability. 
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 Downlink Shared Channel DSCH (Down link) 

The channel may be used by several user for bursty data in nature eg the data obtained from web 

browsing. 

 

3.5.6.3  Physical Channels: 

This channel defined  the exact physical characteristics of radio channels actual time slot  of 

different formats. 

 

 DPDCH Dedicated Physical Data Channel (up/down) 

The channel is used for data transfer  of user .the spreading factor is between  4 and 256.Data 

rate  960—15Kbps using all slots  in radio frame. Single user can use 0-6 DPDCH at same 

time(Maximum bit rate is equal to 5.74 Mbps).UMTS Specifies max 1.920Mbps per UE. 

 
Figure 3.16 Uplink DPDCH[92] 

 

 DPCCH Dedicated Physical Control Channel (up/down) 

This channel is responsible for carrying  control in formation to and from  UE. In both direction 

the channel carries pilot bits and TFCI Transport Format Combination Identifier. The down link 

channel also includes the transmit power control and feedback information bits (FDI).it is sent 

parallel  to DPDCH via advanced QPSK, Sf is equal to 256.The pilot bit estimate the channel 

(power control) and the TFCI specifies transport  format (channel) used for DPDCH ,FDI for soft 

handover signaling.6 burst types (different size of fields).  

 

 
     Figure3.17:UPLINK DPCCH    [92]   Table3.10: UPLINK DATA RATES [92] 

 

 Physical Common Packet Channel (PCPCH) 

The channel is specified to carry packet data. The user equipment continuously  monitors the 

system  to check if the system is busy .if the system is idle the  it will transmit a brief  access 

burst and wait for acknowledgment ,if no ack is gained it will transmitted  again with  slight 

increase of power the data will be transmitted on the channel when the node Back the request. 
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 DPCH Dedicated Physical Channel: up/down 

Down link transmission multiplex of user /control data (DPDCH, DPCCH).Spreading factor 

available between 512, 256…8.4 and Data rates are 6, 24…912,1872Kbps 

 

 PRACH Physical Random Access Channel: up link 

Due to this channel the user equipment is able to retransmit random access bursts in an attempt 

to access the UMTS network. Collision may occur on uplink ,it does not occur in  the radio 

interface but in base station receiver. WCDMA defines 15 random access slots per 20ms.16 

different preambles(but sequence) Is used by UE to gain access. The UE sends preamble in one 

slot using lowest power level. If no acknowledgement is received  UE will try another preamble 

in another slots using higher  power level ‖power ramping‖ 

 

 PCCPCH Primary control physical channel (down link) 

The physical channel continuously broad cast system identification and access control 

information. 

 

 SCCPCH Secondary Common Control Physical channels (downlink) 

The channel will carries the forward access channel (FACH) providing control information and 

the paging channel (PACH) with messages for UEs that are registered on the network. 

 

 SCH Synchronization channel 

This channel is used for synchronization between the network and the user equipment consist of 

PCCPCH and SCCPCH. 

 

 CPPICH Common Pilot Channel 

Every Node B transmits this channel so that the UE are able estimate the timing for signal 

demodulation. They can be used as a beam for the UE to determine the best cell with which to 

communicate. 

 

 AICH Acquisition Indication Channel 

This channel is used to inform the user equipment about the data channel (DCH).It can be use to 

communicate with the Node B. The assignment of this channel occurs as a result of a successful 

random access services required from the UE. 

 

 PICH Paging Indication Channel: 

On this channel, the UE will get information to be able to operate in sleep mode to conserve its 

battery. When listening on the paging channel (PCH).As the UE needs to know which time to 

monitor the PCH. On the PICH the data is provided for assigning a UE a paging repetition radio 

to enable. This will determine how often it needs to wake up and listen to the PCH. 
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 PDSCH Physical downlink shared channel 

The channel share the control information to user equipment with in the coverage area of the 

Node B 

 

 CSICH (CPCH Status indication channel) 

It carries the status of the CPCH and may also be used for carrying some international or bursty 

data. It works like PICH. 

 

 CD/CA-ICH Collision Detect / channel assign Indicator channel (downlink) 

It is used for indication that whether the channel assignment in active ir inactive to the UE 

 

 

3.5.7 Power Control In UMTS: 

The power control is necessary to compensate attenuation and path loss. When the mobile 

equipment move toward or away from the base station, the increase or decrease in the signal 

level occurs respectively. Which is critical for all mobile system? The control of power is also 

necessary to reduce the C/I  co-channel interference. The base station should receive all signal at 

equal power .The control of power is necessary for reducing noise and interference in a cell. We 

have different types of power control described below. 

 

 

3.5.7.1 Open Loop Power Control: This is the capability of UE to set initial transmit power. 

UE measures down link signal(pilot signal from the base station)and set signal power 

proportional receive power signal. It is used for setting initial uplink and downlink transmitting 

power at a time of accessing the network. This control is between the RNC and the UE. 

 

 

3.5.7.2 Close-Loop Power Control: 

In close loop power control base station measures uplink signal from the UE. It analyze and then 

issues power control command to UE.UE  measures down link signal and forwards data to base 

station. It is more accurate   and more sophisticated to processing in a base station. UTRA-FDD 

used close loop control on both up and down link while UTRA-TDD on downlink. UE measures 

and reports base station process and adjust. 

 

 

3.5.7.3 Inner Loop Power Control: 

This is also known as close loop power control. This control is between UE and Node B. The 

effect of this control Is that the received power is maintained constant even in the fading channel. 

It reduces ―near-far-terminal‖ and all the signal should be received with equal strength. 

Distribute interference ―resource‖ among active UE. 
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3.5.7.4 Outer Loop Power Control: 

The outer loop power control is related to long-term variations of the channel. Target signal-to-

interference SIR is specified. If in case, the received SIR is less the target specified. Then the 

transmit power will need to be increased. Otherwise, it will need to be decreased. This control Is 

between the RNC and the UE. This is also known as slow close loop power control and happens 

at the rate of 10-100HZ.it share interference level in the cell (RNS).The RNC order the Node B 

to lower interference level in it cells. The Node B executes the order via inner loop power 

control. 

 

 

3.5.8 QoS in UMTS: There are different classes of QoS in UMTS characterizing by different 

types and integrity requirements. All types of applications can be stored into one of these classes.  

     

 

QoS Class 

(Traffic class) 

Conversational 

class 

Streaming 

class 

Interactive class Back ground 

class 

Fundamental 

characteristic 

Stringent and 

low dely. 

Preserve time 

relation (jitter) 

between 

information 

entities. 

 

Preserve timing 

relation(jitter) 

Between 

information 

entities. 

Buffering  

at receiver to 

reduce jitter. 

Request/respoce 

pattern 

 

Preserve data 

integrity(bit 

error) 

Modest time 

requirement on  

data arrival. 

Preserve data 

integrity(bit-

errors) 

Typical 

applications 

Voice, video, 

online games 

Streaming 

multimedia 

(audio/video) 

Web browsing  

File download, 

Games…. 

Background 

downloads. 

Mail 

SMS. 

Table 3.11  describes the features of different classes.[92] 

 

3.5.8.1 Conversational class 

This is the most sensitive class. 

 Voice Services 

 

It has slow end to end delay (max. 400ms), low jitter(~40 ms).It support AMR Adaptive Multi-

Rate speech service for which the code bitrates are (12.2,7.95…5.15,4.75kbps) 

Voice services via circuit switched network while voice service service via packet switched 

networks. 
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3.5.8.2 Streaming class: Down loading of continuous data flow ―streaming‖ start displaying 

before entire file received .the data is Buffers to ―smooth‖ jitter. Packet switch connections such 

as media server is connected to IP-networks (Intranet, Internet,) 

3.5.8.3 Interactive class: 

It include client/server applications, the client request data from the remote server (web 

browsing).It support location based services  which depends on user location and push 

services(auto-distribution of local info, broadcast) and pull services like specifically requested 

information. 

 

3.5.8.4 Background Class: 

The application working in the background ―modest/no time requirements ― like SMS email 

delivery, Electronic postcard…these are the application which do not require immediate actions.  

The conversational/streaming class are real time connections (circuit/packet switch)the main 

requirement is time for them. Interactive/background class. Are non real connections(packet 

switch ,best effort).the main requirement for them is  data integrity provide by channel coding , 

ARQ, interleaving. UMTS support different types of quality requirements on single connection. 

 

3.5.9 Packet switch and circuit switch connection: 

When user from the fixed line want to call UMTS network. The user will dial the UMTS 

number, the call will routed through the public telephone network to the switching node of the 

UMTS network the SMSC. The switching node will determine the user data in HLR database. 

The HLR known the location of the user and will send query for a roaming number to VLR 

which is responsible for this area. The VLR will respond with the appropriate number and the 

HLR will supply this number indicating the destination-switching node with the in UMTS to 

GMSC. Through the VLR the MSC knows the responsible RNC for current location and will 

request the RNC to setup a channel to the mobile station. When the user want to access internet 

services, first of all it must activate PDP context, packet data protocol in the GGSN (PDP:e.g IP, 

frame, relay) is data structure on the GGSN and SGSN and contain subscriber session 

information when subscriber is active) The data in PDP include UE IP address, IMSI, Tunnel 

end point ID (TEID)at GGSN and SGSN. 

A PDP context is a range of setting that defines which packet data network a user may use for 

exchanging data.The permitted PDP contexts is stored in HLR, for example we can say a 

possible context could be access to the internet. Another context be access to an in house 

intranet. Each user can use several contexts and activate simultaneously. To activate the PDP a 

user first establishes connection over the RNC to SGSN and sends the message that the user 

would like to access the internet. The SGSN will forward the query to responsible GGSN.A 

query to HLR check the authorization of the user for access to the external network. If the reply 

is +ve the GGSN active the context t and inform the mobile equipment accordingly. Through this 

process the mobile station is allocated a temporary IP address that allow I t to reach from outside 

the UMTS network. The activation of the context create  IP tunnel. The incoming data packet 
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from  the internet are sent  to the tunnel by the GGSN and over the SGSN to the RNC. The RNC 

unpack the packets and forwarded them over a second tunnel to the mobile equipment. This 

procedure separates the traffic within the UMTS network from the user traffic. The tunnel is 

active for the duration  until the mobile station deactivates the context. During this time the 

SGSN is constantly informed about the current location of the MS(micro mobility 

management).If the user changes its location. the route in the GGSN is adopted to the new 

SGSN. In case of longer period of  inactivity MS timer runs out. The mobile station no longer 

makes contact with each cell change and the local information in the SGSN with regard to the 

location area is only at the only routing area. However the logical connection between GGSN 

and mobile station continuous to be maintained. The tunnel is not released until the context is 

deactivated or the mobile station disconnects from the SGSN. Afterwards IP address can be used 

for another connection.  
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CHAPTER NO 4                             Mobile IP                         

 

4.1 Introduction 

Due to wide use and popularity of mobile devices like palm tops and laptops it is required to 

develop such a protocol which can maintain internet connection while user move from one 

computer network domain to some other computer network or computer domain. Fortunately we 

have such a protocol called mobile IP which fulfils the requirements to maintain internet 

connectivity throughout mobile user sessions it does not matter where mobile start the session 

and where it will end. Mobile IP is primarily designed for mobile devices but we can also use it 

for wired connections. So we have to develop some mobility management scheme which is 

supported by the mobile IP here we mean to the term mobility management is to automatically 

maintain all the connections dynamically if the user‘s point of attachment changes who is 

running one or more applications across the internet. If we do not make the use of mobile IP 

protocol then we have to reconnect again and again to the internet manually and we have to 

request to the internet service provider to acquire temporary IP address.   

4.2 Operation of Mobile IP 

A particular network known as home network contains a mobile node and IP address of this 

mobile node within this network is known as home address. This mobile node is consider to be in 

the foreign network if mobile node moves and enters into another network, then it must have to 

register with that foreign network when mobile node shows it‘s presence into foreign network. 

Router inside the foreign network is responsible for making the registration for this mobile node, 

this router is known foreign agent. In a similar fashion mobile node communicate with the home 

network through router known as home agent. Mobile node delivers its current location to the 

home agent by sending care-of address as a result home agent identifies the current location of 

the mobile node within the foreign network and forwards all the packets to the mobile node via 

tunnel. 

To perform complete seamless mobility mobile IP has three basic capabilities with their small 

description 

4.2.1 Discovery It‘s a discovery procedure to identify to identify the foreign agent and the home 

agent used by the mobile node. 

4.2.2) Registration During this procedure mobile station informs its home agent and gives it 

care-of address, it is an authenticated registration process. 
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5.2.4) Tunneling This tunneling operation is use to forward IP datagram‘s from home agent to a 

given care-of address. 

The figure given below shows the architecture and the components for the mobile IP operation. 

Home agent is a router, which has the responsibility for forwarding of all IP datagram to the 

mobile node in the foreign network by using virtual tunnel. 

 

 

                                 Figure 4.1: Network architecture for mobile IP [95] 

It is further explain here in detail one by one all the three process included in mobile IP to apply 

seamless mobility. 

4.3 Discovery process 

This must be a continuous process because mobile node can move at any time from its home 

network to foreign network. Mobile node does not provide any information or notice to the 

network layer because the user movement belongs to the physical layer ,so mobile node is 

responsible for this continuous discover process and it have to determine whether  it is lying in 

home agent or foreign agent .Network node or router periodically issues advertisement messages 

call internet control message protocol (ICMP) messages. ICMP message contains the IP address 

of the router and also have the information regarding   router role as an agent. Mobile node 

compares the network portion of the IP address with the network portion of its own home 

address, in this way mobile come to know that it is not in the home network if IP address does 

not match .Packet format for mobile IP advertisement message is given in the figure below 
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                       Figure 4.2: Mobile IP agent advertisement message format [96] 

This packet is comprised of three sub portion ICMP router advertisement, Agent advertisement 

extension, and optional prefix length extension.   

ICMP router advertisement message sub portion ends where preference level n is mentioned in 

the advertisement message in the figure, agent advertisement extension follows it and each field 

in the sub portion has its own functionality. There is also an optional prefix -length extension   

following the advertisement extension. 

4.3.1 Agent solicitation 

Foreign agents issues agent advertisement messages after fixed interval of time, if mobile node 

wants information about agent quickly then it uses ICMP router solicitation message. In response 

to this message agent send advertisement immediately. 

4.3.2 Move detection   

 As mentioned before mobile node easily move from one network to another by changing 

physical attaching points and IP is not aware of this at all, and we have introduce agent discovery 

procedure to detect this movement and agent may use one of the two algorithm for this purpose. 
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4.3.2.1 Network prefix 

Mobile node check if the agent advertisement message have the same network address as the 

care-of address then it will come to know that it have moved to another network and does not 

present in its home network any more. 

4.3.2.2 Lifetime field 

When mobile node moves to another network it receive agent advertisement message and is 

going to register with it uses timer as a life time because mobile IP agent advertisement message 

contain timer .If timer expire before mobile node gets another agent message then it is assumed 

that mobile node contact to that agent, and mean while if mobile node receive another agent 

message that is still not expire then mobile node gets registration to this agent. 

4.4 Registration 

Once mobile node realize it has acquired care of address and is present in foreign network then it 

has to send the request to the home agent to make it alert and forward its IP traffic to foreign 

network. This registration process consists of the following steps 

 Mobile node send the registration request to perform forwarding operation to the foreign 

agent that mobile node wants to use. 

 Foreign agent sends this request to mobile node home agent.  

 Request acceptance or deny depends upon home agent it may or may not be and informs 

foreign agent about its decision. 

 Foreign agent sends this reply to mobile node. 

There are two types of message in user datagram protocol (UDP) segment during registration 

operation that is registration request messages and registration reply messages. 

4.4.1 Registration request message 

 In the figure below is given packet format of the registration request message  
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                       Figure 4.3: Registration request message packet format [97]               

Explanation of each individual field in the packet is given here 

 Type: this field indicates that this is a registration request.  

 S:  Show simultaneous bindings. Home agent forwards multiple copies of IP data when 

mobile node has simultaneous bindings. Mobile node which has multiple cares of 

addresses each of these receives IP datagram from home agent. 

 B: It represents broadcast datagram indicates that mobile node would like to receive 

copies of broadcast datagram‘s that it would have received if it were attached to its 

home network. 

 D: It means decapsulation by mobile node; mobile node is using a collocated care of 

address and will decapsulate its own tunneled IP datagram.    

 M: Shows that home agent should use minimum encapsulation.  

 r: Reserved. 

 T: Reverse tunneling request. 

 X: Reserved. 

 Life time: Time in number of second before the registration is expired. 

 Home address: This is an IP address of mobile node home agent is supposed to receive 

this IP datagram and forward to care of address. 

 Home agent: This is the address of the mobile node‘s home agent. 

 Care of address: Home agent forwards IP datagram that it receive at home agent of the 

mobile node to the destination where mobile node is currently present by using this care 

of address. 

 Extension: Currently this extension is used only for authentication. 

 Identification: It is used for matching registration request and registration reply 

messages and for security it is generated by the mobile node and it is 64 bit number. 

4.4.2 Registration reply message 

In the figure below is given packet format of the registration reply message. 

Figure 4.4: 

Registration reply message packet format [97] 
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Explanation of each individual field in the packet is given down here 

 Type: Indicates that it is registration reply. 

 Code: Represents registration request result. 

 Life time: It shows number of seconds before registration expires. Value 0 represents 

mobile node has deregistered. 

 Home address: It‘s the mobile node‘s home IP address. 

 Home agent: IP address of mobile node‘s home agent 

 Identification: Used for matching registration reply and registration request and is a 64 

bit number. 

 Extension: This is used only for authentication. 

Here are given the results in response to the registration request with specific code for each 

4.4.3 Registration Successful 

 Registration accepted but does not support simultaneous mobility binding………….(1) 

 Registration accepted………………………………………………………………….(0) 

4.4.4 Registration denied by foreign agent 

 Home agent unreachable……………………………. (88) 

 Home agent port unreachable………………………...(82) 

 Home network unreachable…………………………..(80) 

 Home agent host unreachable………………………..(81) 

 Mobile node failed authentication…………………...(67) 

 Insufficient resources……………………………......(66) 

 Administratively prohibited…………………………(65) 

 Reason unspecified…………………………………..(64)  

 Home agent failed authentication……………………(68)            

 Request life time too long……………………………(69) 

 Poorly formed request………………………………..(70) 

 Requested encapsulation unavailable………...............(72) 

 Invalid care of address……………………………. …(77) 

 Registration timeout…………………………………..(78) 

4.4.5 Registration denied by home agent 

 Unknown home agent address………………………...(136) 
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 Too many simultaneous mobility bindings…………......(135) 

 Poorly formed request………………………………….(134) 

 Registration Identification mismatch……………………(133) 

 Foreign agent failed authentication……………….........(132) 

 Mobile node failed authentication……………………...(131) 

 Insufficient Resources………………………………….(130) 

 Administratively prohibited…………………………….(129) 

 Reason unspecified…………………….......................(128) 

4.5 Tunneling 

After getting the registration to the home agent it is the responsibility of the home agent to 

forward all the packets sent for the home agent of the mobile node to the current location 

somewhere in the foreign network via tunnel. There is no standard way to perform tunneling 

operation but there is one possible way through address resolution protocol (ARP). All the 

other nodes which want to send data to mobile node should sent IP data grams to this home 

agent as it is advised by the home agent. We can say that home agent steals the identity of the 

mobile node in such a way that it is responsible for delivering all the packets to the mobile 

node which were originally transmitted for the mobile node.   

To forward an IP datagram to the care of address the home agent puts entire IP datagram into 

an outer IP datagram. It is some sort of encapsulation like in a similar fashion as IP protocol 

or IP packet encapsulates the TCP segment in the IP datagram. Three ways are allowed for 

encapsulation in mobile IP which are mentioned here. 

 Generic routing encapsulation 

This is defined in RFC 1701. This procedure was developed before mobile IP. 

 Minimal encapsulation 

       It is defined in RFC 2004. Fewer fields are involved in this procedure. 

 IP-within-IP encapsulation 

 It is defined in RFC 2003 and it is the simplest one.  

4.5.1 IP-within-IP Encapsulation 

In this scheme we consider whole IP datagram as payload in the new IP datagram, only 

change occurs in the inner IP header is decrement time to live field by one rest of each field 

remains unchanged. Two fields are copied from inner field header; type of service requested 

for outer IP datagram is same as for the inner IP data grams and version number is 4 which is 

protocol identifier. 

Entry and exit points of the tunnel are shown in the outer IP header as source and destination 

addresses. Care of address represents the destination address for intended destination and 
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source address typically is the IP address of the home agent. In the inner header the source 

address refers to the host that is sending the original datagram and destination address is the 

home address of the intended recipient. Packet format of the IP-within-IP encapsulation is 

given here in the figure below. 

 

 

                         Figure 4.5: IP-with-IP encapsulation packet format [98] 

 

In the figure above first five double words represents new IP header old header follows it and 

ends where IP payload starts every field in this packet is almost same as in the normal IP 

datagram. 
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VERTICAL HANDOVER 

The overlapping of different wireless networks and their hierarchical and asymmetric 

relationship is called vertical .when a mobile user switch from one network to another  is called 

vertical handover, in this thesis we  use two different networks  WLAN and UMTS. The 

corresponding process of  changing network is called Transition from WLAN to UMTS and vice 

versa. In the mobility  management the UMTS and WLAN communicate with each other and 

decide when and how to exchange the traffic they also inform their community about it. The data 

is called Payload that the WLAN and the UMTS are carrying. As the networks are different we 

needed to built a symmetric approach in the analysis to find out desirable possibilities? In the 

discussion below we will overview on the vertical mobility related technologies.[34] 

5.1 History  and Background: 

In the past decade the telecommunication and internet developed rapidly .Due to development of 

internet the  user  get high quality services with  high data rates. In the cellular network the 

evaluation from 1
st
 generation to 3G increase the data rate ,digital system with enhanced network 

and  handset. In this thesis  we will take UMTS as a cellular network. These both wireless access 

technologies (WLAN and UMTS)has characteristics that are perfectly complement to each other. 

The WLAN provide high data rate  at low cost  but the coverage is limited   on the other hand 

celluler network (UMTS) provide a wide coverage area full  mobility and roaming but offer low 

bandwidth connectivity support of data traffic is limited. In order to provide the services  of both 

networks to users in one network, these  wireless radio access technologies will be integrated  to 

form heterogeneous wireless access network. The new network will consist of a number  of 

wireless networks which will form the next generation or 4rth generation of wireless network , 

shown in figure 5.1.Hetrogenous network will extensively support IP based traffic and 

extensively mobility support among different networks. Users and network operators both will 

get advantages from 4G wireless networks. Users can be connected seamlessly with a large set of 

resource available at any time and any place with  best possible quality. For network operators 

perspective the integration of different technologies will provide more efficient usage of the 

network resources, as each access network provides different level of QoS in terms of mobility, 

BW coverage area and cost to the mobile user. As a result when vertical handover is 

experiencing high variability in the required QoS may be introduced, the most optimal access 

network can dynamically change. Different technologies are using by different access network 

during handoff so require additional delay for reconnecting the user equipment to a new wireless 

network. This may degrade QoS for real time traffic and may cause packet 

losses.[35][36][37][38][93] 
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                          Figure 5.1: Integration of heterogeneous wireless access networks [93] 

5.2 Advantages  

None of the current wireless networks provide high B.W, low latency .low power consumption 

wide area data service to a large  number of users. We can achieve highly desirable combined 

services capabilities discuss above through integration of different networks. In our thesis we 

integrated WLAN and UMTS .The  WLAN provide high data rate  but with limited coverage and 

the cellular  network with wide area coverage can offload  some of the traffic to WLAN and can 

Conserve their  costly resources, while offering cheaper services to their  users by supporting 

them on WLAN ,Which will help  them in generating more revenue  for wireless internet 

provider and   the users will enjoy best features of both technologies, large B.W, universal 

coverage and low cost for seamlessly. To take the full advantage of future wireless  network 

mobile terminal capabilities will provide connectivity to different access technologies so the 

mobile terminal(smart phone.PDA etc) will have multiple network interfaces which will enable 

mobile user to dynamically and seamlessly roam  between different access technologies such 

devices are called  multimode terminal.  [34] 

5.3 Interworking Model and Requirements  : 

We have assumed in our thesis the UMTS and WLAN interworking the main goal is to get large 

coverage with a best data rates and different advantages described above.[39] 
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5.3.1   3GPP Scenarios: 

The 3GPP defined six different interworking scenarios which are characterized by the the QoS 

and the services offered to the mobile users. Each of the scenario has different architecture  and 

requirements.[39] 

Scenario 1 – Common billing and Customer care : 

The simplest for of interworking is scenario 1 which can provide only common billing and 

customer care services to the  users, but there is no real interworking between WLAN and 

3G.[39] 

Scenario 2 – 3G-based Access Control and Charging: 

In this scenario the AAA Authorization Authentication and Accounting server will be required 

for the subscribers of 3G in WLAN network. The subscriber in the WLAN will use his/her 

USIM for authentication,3G home PMLN provide authorization based on 3G subscription data. 

The basic feature of this scenario is to provide IP connectivity or access to internet through 

WLAN to 3G users.[39] 

Scenario 3 – Access to 3G Packet Switched services: 

The main goal of this scenario is to extend access of the WLAN users to the packet based 

services of 3G.For example if an operator provides a Wireless access protocol WAP to his 

subscribers. Under this scenario the user in the WLAN network can use the MMS and WAP 

services. The data is tunneled between the WLAN and 3G to gain access to the packet based 

services. No service continuity between these networks is required.[39] 

Scenario 4 – Access to 3G Packet Switched-based services with service continuity: 

The  scenario also allow access to the packed based services as mentioned in scenario 3but it also 

maintain service continuity  between 3G and WLAN. For example if a user starting WAP session 

in 3G network will continue  this session even after moving to WLAN environment and Vice 

versa[39]. 

Scenario 5 – Access to 3G Packet Switched-based services with seamless service continuity:  

The goal of this scenario is to provide seamless services with continuity between the UMTS and 

WLAN network. It is just one step forward to  scenario 4.The user did not notice any difference  

by utilizing packet based services between across WLAN and 3G.[39] 

Scenario 6 – Access to 3G Circuit Switched-based services with seamless mobility 

In this scenario the 3G circuit switched services (normal voice calls) can be accessed   from 

WLAN network seamlessly [39] 
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Table 5.1: summarizes these scenarios 

5.4 Architectural proposals: 

From an architecture point of view the above six scenarios can be reduces to four coupling 

level.[40][41][42][43][44] 

3.4.1 Open Coupling: 

In open coupling scheme the WLAN and UMTS use their own separate access and transport 

networks but the billing is common with using different authentication mechanism. the scenario 

is shown in the figure 5.2. 

 

                                          Figure5.2: Open coupling [39] 
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5.4.2 Loose Coupling: 

In the loose coupling architecture both networks interconnect independently and utilizing one 

common subscription. They provide independent services. In loose coupling the interworking 

point is after the interface point of GGSN  (Gateway GPRS Node) with the IP network and the 

network interconnection uses MIP mechanism for mobility between WLAN and UMTS. Figure 

5.3 shows loose coupling scenario. WLAN networks UMTS/WLAN is connected through 

UMTS Authentication Authorization & Accounting (AAA) Server and has no direct link to 3 G 

network equipment. As a result the data traffic from WLAN goes through the internet and does 

not pass through UMTS core network. The WLAN may be owned by  

3)A 3G PMLN operator                                                                                                                               

2)A public network operator                                                                                                                      

3)Company or organization that provide WLAN in the building.(owner /manager ) but not public 

network operator.                                                                                                                                      

4) By business organization which provide WLAN for its own use. 

In case of third party network mobility and roaming is enabled via dedicated connections 

between the operator and wireless LAN. The WLAN gateway must support MIP functionalities 

for handling mobility access the different networks and the service offered by UMTS AAA 

server which will enable 3G provider to collect the WLAN counting records and unified billing 

statement that will show the record of usage and cost scheme for both network. The one 

advantage of using loose coupling is it allows independent deployment & traffic engineering of 

heterogeneous network. It also enables 3G operators without major investment to take advantage 

of WLAN.   

 

Figure5.3: loose coupling [39] 
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5.4.3 Tight coupling: 

In a tight coupling scenario the WLAN  are directly connected  with 3G(UMTS)core network as 

in any other radio access network (RAN).In this context WLAN can execute functions that are 

available in the 3G(RAN).The WLAN gateway  will introduce to achieve integration and hides 

the detail of its own network to 3G/UMTS  network. All 3G protocol is implemented(mobility 

management ,authentication etc).As a result the data from  WLAN user  will goes through  

3G/UMTS core network then to internet or packet data network PND. In this context each 

network will modify their protocol interfaces and services for supporting interworking 

requirement. In a tight coupling the interconnection with WLAN can be made at a core level 

(GGSN, SGSN) or Access level (RNC) shown in the figure5.4 

 

 

                                       Figure 5.4: Tight coupling scenarios [39] 

5.4.4 Very tight Coupling: 

The approach of this coupling is the same as that in the tight coupling with addition that WLAN 

will be connected as part of UTRAN and new interface will be defined interconnecting WLAN 

in the RNC of the UTRAN. The figure 5.5 shows the very tight coupling scenario. 
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                                    Figure5.5: very tight coupling [39] 

5.5Integration Model: 

For the integration of the WLAN into cellular networks there are two models in the literature one 

is loose coupling and other is tight coupling. These models represents the current R&D to 

archive global mobility management [45] in the figure 5.6 the loose coupling model which 

facilitate the vertical mobility management in the IP stack. Emphasis on mobility, security, 

management and roaming in the network layer of the OSI model. As described in [46] vertical 

mobility management VMM in tight coupling model can be interface below the LLC in the 

GPRS signaling, and WLAN roaming can be implemented as micro-mobility with in the area of 

an SGSN. The IWF inter working Function with a thin layer of logic placed on the top of 802.11 

MAC which provide the required functionalities of the LLC interface.  

 

 

                                         
Fig.5.6: Loose coupling Protocol architecture of GPRS and WLAN [94] 
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The figure 5.7 shows the  architecture of the loose and tight coupling .It shows that Loose 

coupling  uses GI interface while  GPRS  tight coupling  uses Gn and Gb interfaces and  in the 

UMTS network (tight coupling ) uses Gn and lu interfaces. For mobility ,QoS, billing, security 

and authentication features of UMTS/GPRS which are facilitated over the WLAN access channel 

the tight coupling  model is more favorable.[47]Standardization of WLAN-cellular  interworking 

I sunder taken by standardization  groups such as 3GPP,3GPP2,IETF and ITU-R. The GSM 

association defined EAP-SIM based authentication and 802.1X which use the RADIUS. The 

vertical mobility is a primary solution for roaming among the wireless local area networks and 

the cellular networks. The other integrating possibilities can also be considered among the 

heterogeneous wireless networks. As  the imminent deployment ―Is‖ the integration digital  

audio and video broadcasts(DAB/DVB) into the cellular networks.[48] Integration holds 

possibilities for hybrid solutions ranging from  device-based integration to network-level 

integration [49]There is a reserved programmed  for mobile data casting services(IP data cast, 

IPDC) In the Finland called the fourth  digital broadcast network[50].Service integration is 

another aspect  for integration. Location management can be considered   a part of mobility 

management While location services as a independent issue. Location services have been 

specified in the networking related standardization [51] and are logically mapped to the system 

architecture. Location services can be internal or external e.g cell based                                                                         

positioning and GPS based respectively. Cell based positioning is done in WLANs as well as in 

cellular networks and involve measurements of signals from different base station. The 

capabilities of geo location can has been integrated in handsets and existing networks and one 

can use location  based services using GPS module or cellular based services and navigation 

software. It has been deployed in mobile phones symbian series 60, battery exhaustion is the 

main problem using GPS. The solution such as External GPS module (GPS mouse) has its own 

rechargeable battery. The usage of  geo location information in location aided  routing schemes 

has proposed e.g the context of geo casting[52]and location-aware ad-hoc networking[53]Packet  

may be geo casted  to a specific area are ad-hoc routing protocol can use location information as 

a routing decision. We can say in general that combination of much network connectivity 
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 integrated with  location technologies may provide a rich area for future  research . 

 

                 Fig 5.7: WLAN loose and tight coupling points for GPRS and UMTS [94] 

5.6Mobility Management In Heterogeneous Wireless Networks 

In heterogeneous network mobility management can take place in one of the Layers Data link 

layer (L2),network layer(L3) and cross layer (L2+L3)[54] 

Handoff across cells in the cellular networks or WLAN access points that is in one subnet 

completely occur at layer 2 (L2) data link layer. The decision is based on RSS Received signal 

strength. The stronger the RSS will be the  user will be attached to that base station and second 

one is the availability of the of a channel. The user will connect to the channel, which is 

available. This type of handoff is known as horizontal handoff that is across the same access 

networks. If the user changes its wireless network its IP address (its MSc in case of cellular 

network) may change. In this case the handoff does not occur   completely at layer 2(L2) but 

decision is made at higher layers..In all IP networks, inter wireless networking and vertical 

handoff a change of IP address occur, require protocol at layer 3 is evolved in this process. 

Vertical handoff decision will also require  the parameters use in the horizontal handoff i.e ,RSS, 

SNR and channel availability ,and isolation from L2  handoff vertical handoff can not be 

executed.L2 handoff trigger L3 handoff and the time of handoff initiation, execution and finally 
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completion at the two layers reduces delays in vertical handoff. Mobility scenario are classifies 

in macro mobility and micro mobility as will as into horizontal and vertical mobility.[55] 

5.6.1        Macro mobility  

Mobility across the administrative domains or inter domain is known as macro mobility 

(Movement of a user in a number of subnet works of enterprise networks).Macro mobility is 

handled at layer3 L3 of the OSI model. Macro mobility is also known as inter domain mobility 

and is fundamental concept of most vertical handoff solution in the all IP networks. If the user is 

(node)is mobile  when it moves across different networks the point of attachment of the user also 

changes which result in the change of IP address and network ID and making services  

transparent to  mobility impossible. For maintaining transport layer connection the IP address 

must be remain same for the duration of the session  and change in the IP address  disruption of 

the connection and data will be lost. Mobile IP solve this problem Which  allow the mobile node 

to have two  IP addresses  on in home IP address and the care-of IP address. Home IP is the 

paramagnet IP address and the care-of address is the IP address when the mobile node moves to 

different network. AS discussed in the (Mobile IP chapter) The home agent in the home network 

interrupt the data for mobile node which is away and not present in the home network. The home 

agent keep itself aware of the network IP address of the mobile node and forward the packet. 

.[56][57][58][59][60][61] 

5.6.2 Micro mobility 

Micro mobility is also known as intra domain mobility. This is the mobility of a node inside an 

administrative domain (moving from one subnet to another).The user equipment will have two 

interface cards NIC in order to facilitate both macro and micro mobility .The mobility among 

these NIC is referred to Multiholming. Micro mobility was designed to avoid the handoff 

decision at layer 3 as the mobile user did not cross different domains and it occur at layer 2 of the 

OSI model. The binding updates in the mobile IP which is used to inform home network about 

new care-of address which causes an increase in signaling load, delays and leads to compromise 

in the QoS. The micro mobility protocols reduce the need of sending such messages as MIP. In 

the case of micro mobility when the mobile user changes it location within the same domain, the 

local router propagate   the local information instead of binding updated. The micro mobility 

protocol include IDMP(intra-domain mobility protocol),HMIP(Hierarchical mobile IP )Cellular 

IP and HAWAII(Handoff-aware wireless access internet infrastructure )Micro mobility protocols 

facilitate IP paging.[56][57][58][59][60][61] 

5.6.3 Handoff Categorization 

As handoff is the process of moving of mobile host from one cell to another. It  is further divided 

from wireless access network perspective in to vertical handoff (inter -system) and horizontal 

handoff (intra system).Horizontal handoff means handoff occurring within the same wireless 

access network technologies while vertical handoff  (inter-system) means handoff occurring  
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among heterogeneous wireless access network technologies, while from administrative domain 

perspective  macro and micro mobility are two different Schemes. There are four sub classes of 

handoff and roaming  scenarios.[34] 

1)Vertical Macro mobility:                                                                                                         

Mobility among different administrative domains using different wireless technologies. 

2) Horizontal Macro mobility:                                                                                                      

Mobility among different administrative domains uses same wireless access network 

technologies. 

3)Vertical micro mobility       

Mobility with in the same administrative domain using different wireless technologies. 

4)Horizontal Micro mobility: 

 Mobility with in the same administrative domain using the same wireless technology. 

 When the decision mechanism or handoff control is located in a network entity, the case is 

known as network executed  handoff(NEHO) and if located in the mobile host MH itself ,the 

case is known as mobile executed handoff (MEHO).In GSM the process of handoff is more 

decentralize. Supervision of received signal strength  an d channel quality is made by both MS 

and the BS .Alternate BS s measurements are made by MS(RSS).The mobile station MD 

transmit the measurement result to BS twice in a second, but the decision of the handoff  is made 

by BS or MSc. This method is called mobile assisted handoff MAHO. The handoff time  in GSM 

is 1second.Both intercell and intracell handoff are possible[66book]Another case is network 

assisted handoff(NAHO).In NAHO the handoff decision controlled by MH can be added by the 

network[67]If we see further the handoff process itself  can be further characterize as a hard 

handoff[68]and soft hand off [69] 

Hard Handoff:                                                                                                                                  

In hard handoff process the channel in the source cell is release before connecting to the target 

cell. It is also known as (brake-before make).As in  hard handoff the connection  is break before 

connecting to other channel  is a disadvantage  but it is one channel at a time is the advantage, 

other advantage  Is the hardware have no need to be compatible of receiving  two or more  

channels. 

 Soft  Handoff:                                                                                                                                                      

In Soft Handoff the channel in the target cell ins connected before releasing the source channel. 

The user is connected with both channels for a while. It is known as make before break. The time 
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for which both channels are used in parallel is short.  The advantage of soft handoff Is the chance 

of call termination is very low as it is make before break. 

 

5.7Vertical handoff Considerations: 

5.7.1 Handoff process: 

As in handoff process the mobile equipment transition from on e base station to another base 

station .During the session or the call is I progress the current connection channel [frequency, 

spreading code ,time or combination of  all of them] has to be changed [62]The whole handoff 

process can be categorize into three phases[63]. 

  System Discovery: In this phase the system periodically monitor for a better network to switch 

the mobile can  be handover .The  discovery process may be initiated  only  if the current 

network  quality  or value  become worse below ascertain  thresh0ld .In other case depend on the 

algorithm set  for handoff. Several different criteria are used for monitoring and handoff 

considerations. 

5.7.2Handoff Decision:                                                                                                                      

An algorithm is use to select a set of criteria to divide when and which best network to handover 

.There are many different solutions been proposed for decision. 

5.7.3HandOff Execution:                                                                                                                    

In this last phase of handoff    procedure messages are exchanged between the two networks for 

rerouting the user call to the new network. The preplanned approach is used for handoff 

execution all the three processes are for both the horizontal and vertical handoff. 

5.8Criteria For Vertical Handoff:                                                                                                      

In the horizontal handoff decision are based on  primarily on RSS,SNR and channel availability, 

while in the case of vertical handoff life time of a battery ,congestion of traffic in the network, 

mobile user velocity, coverage ,number of user in the network  and users numbers crossing 

network among  several others could be the decision criteria. Reliability is important in the 

handover process. IETF internet Engineering Task Force defined some criteria for handoff .The 

handoff algorithm one of them intend to use.[62] 

1)Service Type: The handoff decision can take place    on type of service which is the 

combination of reliability, latency and data transfer rate                                                                   

2) Cost Consideration:   
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2) Cost Consideration:   

 As different billing strategies are owned by different networks which effect the user choice .The 

decision can take place on the cost of the service . 

3) Performance Of The System:  

Signal to noise ratio SNR, Bit Error Rate and battery power are required for performance of the 

system. 

4) Mobile Equipment Related: 

In the handoff decision the velocity of mobile, mobility pattern, mobility history and present 

location are more important .Some user have also special performance to system with certain 

types of behavior. But these handoff criteria are not used separately and are highly correlated. 

5.9 Handoff Decision Criteria: 

There are several criteria for handoff decision but not necessary to take all of them in 

consideration. Different decision has been proposed which is based on predefined goal in the 

Cellular Networks: 

5.9.1 Micro cells handoff: In microcell handoff, RSS with threshold and hysteresis is considered 

important criteria for handoff .In RSS with threshold handoff is initiated when the signal strength 

of the present base station drop below a threshold values defined. In RSS with hysteresis, avoid 

the ping pong. In such case the handover is occur if the signal strength is above certain level.[64] 

5.9.2 Macro-Microcell handoff: 

This concept can be consider in WLAN(Micro cell) and UMTS (macrocell).As they have 

different radio links, the velocity of the mobile  have a grate  importance in users with slow 

velocity is put  in microcell coverage and with high velocity will be placed in macro 

cell[13book] 

*The factor directly effect in QoS like B.W, Bit Error Rate ,latency and other like network cost 

combining them with  RSS,SNR and channel availability (Mostly used for horizontal hand off) 

can be good criteria  for vertical handoff.[62][64] 

*Another decision criteria could be a combination of B.W velocity of mobile station and users 

members in the target network. B.W  is an important factor as WLAN and UMTS have different 

B.W. The fast moving mobile station from UMTS network quickly cross the WLAN network 

and the handoff is not appropriate and cause signaling overheads and delays [65] 

The number of user is another important issue as WLAN uses beyond a threshold value impact 

the quality of service in the WLAN network. 
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*Another combination can be considered is application QoS duration of a call and signaling cost 

function which may takes into account network resources processing  over load and signaling  

came into in  a call rerouting. 

 *There are other many combination, which may be considered criteria for handoff. In our thesis 

work the decision criteria is based on QoS parameter like throughput and latency delay . 

 

5.10 Vertical Handoff Characteristics: 

The events such as registration, association, reassosiation and dissociation are involved in 

vertical handover procedure. When the mobile is in the UMTS network will continuously 

monitor for the availability of high data rate services of WLAN. In a mobile station an algorithm 

is implemented which is used for making decision as handoff decision  Engine (HDE).There are 

several handoff decision algorithm Fuzzy logic is suitable algorithm for decision .Fuzzy logic 

allow different evaluation  of several handoff criteria at a same time, though some simple 

mathematical operations.[66][67] It increase the precision of handoff decision. Different handoff 

criteria like RSS, Cost, SNR, BER data transmission rate and latency may be combined into 

pattern vectors. Which is dependent on the pilot signals and picked up from the access point or 

BTS. 

 

            Figure 5.8:  Vertical Handoff Procedure Between WLAN and UMTS[94] 

The  Pattern vectors are fed into fuzzifier which determine the best point to be attached. As the 

WLAN network is available the HDE initiate an association procedure to the newly available 
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across point according to HDE configuration. The mobile station may or may  not be 

disconnected to the UMTS during the roaming to WLAN. In the tight coupling no disconnection 

occur  while in a loose coupling in the binding cache binding  are updated. In a figure above the 

algorithm is implemented in such a way  that HDE take the possible decisions A,B &C. When 

the mobile station is connected to WLAN the output A indicate the satisfactory WLAN quality. 

The (Alert) output B shows the weakening of WLAN signal and leading transition region. The C 

output shows  that the WLAN signal is weak enough to handoff to UMTS networks [68] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

CHAPTER 6                                      SIMULATIONS 

6.1 OPNET 

We have used (OPNET version 14.5) modeler for the design a simulation of networks. 

OPNET is a very flexible tool which provides drags and drop facilities for the 

communication devices like (routers, user equipments, and servers), interconnecting 

models(ATM link, fiber optics, both wired and wireless LAN and PPP links) and 

multiple protocols. We have used mobile IP protocol for mobility management of mobile 

users. 

6.2 Simulation Scenarios 

We have designed two different networks for scenarios which are open coupling scheme 

and loose coupling scheme. In loose coupling scheme both billing and authentication is 

common for UMTS and WLAN networks while in case of open coupling scheme only 

billing is common for WLAN and UMTS where as they use there own separate 

authentication servers. Network design for the two scenarios is shown in the figures 

below. 

 

                          Figure 6.1: Loose coupling scheme architecture              



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 6.2: open coupling scheme architecture 

 

We can clearly understand the difference in the networks of open and loose coupling 

scheme by having a look at the figures 6.1 and 6.2 that is in case of open coupling 

scheme authentication server is separate for the two networks while in loose coupling 

scheme authentication is done by same server and billing is same for both the scheme . 

 



 

 
 

6.3 Network Entities and functions 

Now I will explain the functionality and configuration of each network node and 

interconnecting models and profiles. 

6.3.1 Application definition  

It contains all the applications which are used by the mobile nodes for both the networks 

and types of applications are same in both networks which are (FTP, HTTP and billing). 

We have set the weight for applications at low level and made further configurations, 

[Appendix]. 

6.3.2 Profile Configurations  

I have configured two profiles one is for UMTS mobile users and other one is for WLAN 

mobile users, [Appendix]. 

6.3.3 Node_0 to Node_5 

These nodes are the UMTS mobile users and all these node must have to configure to  

support UMTS profile, further I have set all UMTS parameters at the default values( 

UMTS Qos, UMTS GMM timers, UMTS logical signaling channels) and auto assigned 

IMSI, [Appendix]. 

6.3.4 UMTS Node B 

It is used to control the power and data and it also contains PDU which is use to send 

internet traffic over radio channel. I have set all parameters at default value and auto 

assigned (UMTS Node B) ID. 

6.3.5 RNC advance 

It is use to connect multiple UMTS node B to the core network. PDCP compression is 

disabled, (handover parameters, channel configuration, admission control parameters) are 

set at default and address is auto assigned. 

6.3.6 UMTS_SSGN_adv 

It is use to forward IP data traffic within a core network address is auto assigned. 

6.3.7 UMTS_GGSN_adv 

It is use when IP traffic need to out side the core network of the UMTS. Address is set at 

auto assigned and all other parameters (ARP, ATM-IP, timers, UMTS) are set at default. 

 



 

 
 

6.3.8 Wlan router 

It behaves like an AP. I have configure the multiple access scheme to DSSS, data rate 11 

mbps, and transmission power 0.005, [Appendix]. 

6.3.9 node_6 – node_11 

These nodes are WLAN mobile users and all these nodes must have to configure to 

support WLAN profile, further I have set WLAN parameters (DSSS, 11 mbps, 

transmission power 0.005, AP functionality disabled),[Appendix].   

6.3.10 FTP 

This is a FTP server and I have configure it to support all ftp services, [Appendix]. 

6.3.11 HTTP 

This is a HTTP server and I have configure it to support all HTTP services, [Appendix]. 

6.4 Simulation Results 

                               
Figure 6.3: HTTP page response time 

 



 

 
 

Figure 6.3 shows the page response time for HTTP traffic. Horizontal axis shows the time 

for simulation as time increases from left to right number of user increases and vertical 

axis show the time for page response. It is clear from the figure when we have very little 

number of users at the start of the simulation time page response time is smaller and as 

we move left to right number of user increases and also it cause to increase the page 

response time. Blue color graph shows page response time for loose coupling architecture 

and red color graph shows the result for open coupling architecture, it is clear from the 

results that loose coupling architecture is better then open coupling.  

 

Figure 6.4 shows the traffic sent for HTTP request and it is clear in the figure that when 

number of user‗s increases each user sends the request to have an access on the network 

to get HTTP so consequently data sent traffic increases.  

 

 

 

                                               Figure 6.4: HTTP Traffic sent 

 

Figure 6.5 given below shows the graphs for FTP response time we consider the values in 

the graph after the spike where users actually send the request to download the file. It is 



 

 
 

clear from the graph that initially when there are few people who have started FTP 

download response time is low but as the simulation time passes more and more users 

send the FTP request which limits the networks resources and consequently it takes more 

response time. But if we compare response time for open and loose coupling architecture 

then loose coupling architecture is better because it has less response time.  

 

Figure 6.6 shows the traffic sent for FTP and as the user load increases with time data 

sent increases, open coupling scheme have to sent more number of bytes as compare to 

loose coupling scheme to get the internet applications. As we discuss in detail in chapter 

number five that in loose coupling architecture AAA server and packet switched services 

of UMTS are a part of IP cloud so that is why response time for internet applications is 

less and data sent is greater as compare to open coupling architecture in which only AAA 

is common.  

 

 

 

                                              Figure 6.5: FTP response time 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

                                                Figure 6.6: FTP traffic sent 

 

Graphs in figure 6.7 shows that the delays which are offered by the whole network to the 

WLAN devices to initialize the internet services. The delay increases with the number of 

users and loose coupling architecture has smaller delay as compare to the open couple 

architecture.  

 

Graph in figure 6.8 shows the data sent by the WLAN network which increases due to 

increase in number of users and open coupling architecture have to send more amounts of 

data in order to access same services as in loose coupling architecture.  

 

Graphs in the figure 6.9 and 6.10 given below shows the graphs of traffic sent and traffic 

received In UMTS network while the users start moving from UMTS network to WLAN 

network, as users move to WLAN network very few people left in UMTS network and 

results in lower data sent and received and if we compare loose coupling to the open 

coupling data sent and received for UMTS network is higher in loose coupling 

architecture.  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Figure 6.7: WLAN Delay 

 

 
 

                                           Figure 6.8: WLAN Throughput 



 

 
 

 

                                     Figure 6.9: UMTS Downlink Traffic Sent 

 

                                 Figure 6.10: UMTS Downlink Traffic Received 



 

 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In chapter number one we have explained 1
st
 generation, 2

nd
 generation and 2.5 

generation networks with all the techniques, standards and data rates. In second chapter, 

we have first introduced the WLAN and then explained the architecture of the WLAN 

(IBSS, ESS), all MAC layer operations and physical layer standards with data rates. In 

third chapter, we have explained the UMTS network in detail. We have explained the 

functionality and architecture of UMTS core network which contains (SSGN, GGSN, 

HLR, VLR in packet switched network and MSC, GMSC in circuit switched network) 

and radio access network which contains (RNC, BTS, UMTS mobile equipment). We 

have describe and discussed  all the MAC level, RLC level functionalities in radio access 

network and packet forwarding from one GPRS supported node to other GPRS support 

node via tunnel in core network. 

In chapter number four we have describe the vertical handover mobility management 

protocol mobile IP. First we introduced the mobile IP and then explained the architecture 

and functionality of protocol which consists of three steps (discovery, registration, 

tunneling). 

In fifth chapter we has describe the integration model for UMTS AND Wireless LAN 

.And we have explained four types of integration models between the UMTS and 

WLAN(open coupling, loose coupling architecture ,tight coupling architecture  and very 

tight coupling architecture ).We have discussed   here in this chapter the benefits an 

drawbacks of integration models. In chapter 6 we have performed the simulation by using 

OPNET 14.5 as a simulation tool. We have compared the two integration schemes (loose 

coupling architecture, open coupling architecture) our results shows that loose coupling 

architecture is better than the open coupling architecture scheme. Our results shows that 

response time for FTP, HTTP is smaller in loose coupling architecture scheme as 

compare to the open coupling scheme. Also we have computed the WLAN access delay 

and UMTS delay when user move between two different technology networks, we have 

computed the throughput for FTP, HTTP both for open coupling and loose coupling 

scheme.       

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

                                                Appendix: Simulation Steps 

 Start by opening OPNET modeler 14.5 

 

 

 

 Click on the file make new project 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 Choosing a campus network 

 

 

 

 Adding UMTS module in the project 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 Duplicating loose coupling scheme architecture to make open coupling 

architecture. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 Profile configuration window which has been set to have two profiles 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 Application configuration window which has been configured to have three 

applications 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Setting  Node_1 attributes 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 Adding supported profiles for node_1 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Setting node_6 attributes 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Adding supported profiles for node_6 

 

 

 

 

 configuring FTP server attributes 

 

 



 

 
 

 Adding supported services for FTP 

 

 

 

 Configuring HTTP server attributes 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 Adding supported services for HTTP 

 

 

 

 

 Choosing statistics 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

After this we have collect the graphs which we have shown in the chapter six. 
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